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PREFACE 
I1ic present disseitation entitled "Category Theory and its Applications' con-
tains the work done l\v ^•al•ious veseavchers on category theory and some of its 
a[)phcations in computer science. 
This exposition comprises six chapters. Each chapter contains a brief intro-
ducliovi avid is diN'ided iviio vaviov\s sections. The definitions, examples and vesvrlts 
in the text have becni specified with double decimal numbering. The first figure 
indicates the chapter, the second denotes the section and the third mentions the 
number of definition or example or proposition or theorem as the case may be 
in a particular chapter. For example Theorem 4.3.2 refers to the second tlieorem 
appearing in the section 3 of chapter 4. 
Chapter 0 is devoted to the historical development of category theory which 
is introduced by Eilenl)erg and MacLaue [17-18] in 1945. Chapter 1 contains 
basic concejjis, definitions and some basic results which are useful to develop tlie 
tlieory in the subseciuent chaj^ters. 
hi Chapter 2 the properties of special objects such as initial, terminal and 
zero objects and special morphisms such as monomorphism, epimorphism and 
isomorphism together with retraction and coretraction are discussed. It is ob-
tained that a morphism which is both monomorphism and epimorphism need 
not be an isomorpliism. Further, some constructions in category theory such as 
product, co-product, equalizers and kernels are discussed. 
Chapter 3 deals with the study of some structiu'al categories such as scmi-
additi\-(.\ additi\'e, normal, exact, abelian etcetera. Further, it is shown that e\-ery 
normal (oi' an abelian) category is balanced. Chapter 4 has been devoted to the 
study ol some special types of functors. In fact the preservation properties of 
functors ha\'c b(^ en studied and tlie notion of iidditive functors and exact functors 
are discussed. 
Finally, in Chapter 5 some applications of category theory in computer sci-
ence have been given. Specially, the relation between category theory &L computer 
science, categories with products-circuits and categories with sums-flow charts are 
discussed. 
hi the end of the dissertation, a bibliography has been given which by no 
means is comprehensive but mentions only the papers and books referred to in 
the main bodv of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 0 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CATEGORY 
THEORY 
§0.1 Introduction 
Categories, functors and natural transformations were introduced by Samual 
Eilenberg and Saunders MacLane in 1945. Initially, the notion were applied in 
topology, especially algebraic topology, as an important part of the transition from 
homology (an intutive and geometric concept) to homology theory, an axiomatic ap-
proach. It has been claimed on behalf of Ulam, that comparable ideas were current 
in the later 1930s in the Polish school. Eilenberg/MacLane have said that their goal 
was to understand natural transformations; in order to do that, functors had to be 
defined; and to define functors one needed categories. 
§0.2 Category Theory 
Category theory now occupies a central position not only in contemporary math-
ematics, but also in theoretical computer science and even in mathematical physics. 
It can roughly be described as a general mathematical theory of structures and sys-
tems of structures. It is at the very least a very powerful language or conceptual 
framework which allows us to see, among other things, how structures of different 
kinds are related to one another as well as the universal components of a family of 
structures of a given kind. Beside its intrinsic mathematical interest and its role in 
the development of contemporary mathematics, thus as an object of study for the 
epistemology of mathematics itself, the theory is philosophically relevant in many 
other ways. As a general formal tool, it can be used to study and clarify fundamental 
concepts such as the concept of space, the concept of system or even the concept of 
truth. It can also be applied for the study of logical systems, which in this context 
are called "categorical doctrines", both at the syntactic level, more generally the 
proof-theoretical level and at the semantic level. As a framework, it is considered by 
many as constituting an alternative to set theory as a foundation for mathematics. 
As such, it raises many issues with respect to the nature of mathematical entities 
and mathematical knowledge. 
§0.3 Brief Historical Sketch 
It is difficult to do justice to the short but intricate history of the field, in 
particular it is not possible to mention all those who have contributed to its rapid 
development. Here are some of the main threads that have to be mentioned. Cat-
egories, functors, natural transformations, limits and colimits appeared almost out 
of nowhere in 1945 in Eilenberg & MacLane's paper entitled "General Theory of 
Natural Equivalences". We said "almost", because when one looks at their 1942 pa-
per "Group Extensions and Homology", one discovers specific functors and natural 
transformations at work, hmited to groups. In fact, it was basically the need to clar-
ify and abstract from their 1942 results that Eilenberg & MacLane came up with the 
notions of category theory. The central notion for them was the notion of natural 
transformation. In order to give a general definition of the latter, they defined the 
notion of functor, borrowing the terminology from Carnap, and in order to give a 
general definition of functor, they defined the notion of category, borrowing this time 
from Kant and Aristotle. After their 1945 paper, it was not clear that the concepts 
of category theory would be more than a convenient language and so it remained 
for approximately fifteen years. It was used as such by Eilenberg and Steenrod in 
their influential book on the foundations of algebraic topology, published in 1952 
and by Cartan and Eilenberg in their ground breaking book on homological algebra, 
published in 1956. (It is interesting to note, however, that although categories are 
defined in Eilenberg & Steenrod's book, they are not in Cartan & Eilenberg's work! 
They are simply assumed in that latter). These books allowed new generations of 
mathematicians to learn algebraic topology and homological algebra directly in the 
categorical language and to master the method of diagrams. Indeed, many results 
published in these two books seems to be inconceivable, or at the very least con-
siderably more intricate, without the method of diagram chasing. Then, in 1957 
and in 1958, the situation radically changed. In 1957, Grothendieck published his 
landmark "Sur quelques points d'algebre homologique" in which categories are used 
intrinsically to define and construct more general theories which are then applied to 
specific fields, in particular, in the following years, algebraic geometry, and in 1958 
Kan published "Adjoint functors" and showed that the latter concept subsumes the 
important concepts of hmits and cohmits and could be used to capture fundamental 
conceptual situations (which in his case were in homotopy theory). Prom then on, 
category theory became more than a convenient language and this, for two reasons. 
First, using the axiomatic method and the categorical language, Grothendieck de-
fined abstractly types of categories, e.g., additive and abelian categories, showed 
how to perform various constructions in these categories and proved various results 
for them. In a nutshell, Grothendieck showed how a part of homological algebra 
could be developed in such an abstract setting. From then on. a specific category 
of structures, e.g., a category of sheaves over a topological space X, could be seen 
as being a token of an abstract category of a certain type, e.g., an abelian category, 
and one could therefore immediately see how the methods of homological algebra for 
instance could be apphed in this case, e.g., in algebraic geometry. Furthermore, it 
made sense to look for other types of abstract categories, types of abstract categories 
which would encapsulate the fundamental and formal aspects of various mathemati-
cal fields in the same way that abelian categories encapsulated fundamental aspects 
of homological algebra. Second, mostly under the influence of Freyd and Lawvere, 
category theorists progressively saw how pervasive the concept of adjoint functors 
is. Not only can the existence of adjoints to given functors be used to define abstract 
categories, and presumably those which are defined by such means have a privileged 
status, but as we have mentioned, many important theorems and even theories in 
various fields can be seen as being equivalent to the existence of specific functors 
between particular categories. By the early seventies, the concept of adjoint functors 
was considered to be the central concept of category theory. 
With these developments, category theory became an autonomous part of math-
ematics, and pure category theory could be developed. And indeed, it did grow 
rapidly not only as a discipline but also in its apphcations, mainly in its original 
context, namely algebraic topology and homological algebra, but also in algebraic 
geometry and, after the appearance of Lawvere's thesis in 1963, in urnversal algebra. 
The latter work also constitutes a landmark in the history of this field. For it is in 
his thesis that Lawvere proposed the idea of developing the category of categories 
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as a foundation for category theory, set theory and, thus, the whole of mathematics, 
as well as using categories for the study of theories, that is the logical aspects of 
mathematics. In the sixties, Lawvere outlined that basic framework for the develop-
ment of an entirely original approach to logic and the foundations of mathematics: 
he proposed an axiomatization of the category of categories (Lawvere 1966), an ax-
iomatization of the category of sets (Lawvere 1964), characterized Cartesian closed 
categories and showed their connections to logical systems and various logical para-
doxes (Lawvere 1969), showed that the quantifiers and the comprehension schemes 
could be captured as adjoint functors to given elementary operations (Lawvere 1969, 
1970, 1971) and finally argued for the role of adjoint functors in foundations in gen-
eral, through the notion of "categorical doctrines" (Lawvere 1969). At the same 
time, Lambek described categories in terms of deductive systems and used categori-
cal methods for proof theoretical purposes [30]. The 1970s saw the development and 
application of the concept in many different directions. (For more on the history 
of topos theory, see [40] ). The very first applications outside algebraic geometry 
were in set theory where various independent results were given a topos theoretical 
analysis. 
Finally, from the 1980s to this day, category theory found new apphcations. 
On the one hand, it now has many applications to theoretical computer science 
where it has firm roots and contributes, among other things, to the development of 
the semantics of programming and the development of new logical systems ( [45], 
[46], [48] ). On the other hand, its apphcations to mathematics are becoming more 
diversified and it even touches upon theoretical physics where higher-dimensional 
category theory, which is to category theory what higher-dimensional geometry is 
to plane geometry, is used in the study of the so-called "quantum groups", or in 
quantum field theory [5], 
§0.4 Philosophical Significance 
Category theory challenges philosophers in two non-exclusive ways. On the one 
hand, it is certainly the task of philosophy to clarify the general epistemological 
status of category theory and, in particular, its foundational status. On the other 
hand, category theory can be used by philosophers in their exploration of philosoph-
ical and logical problems. These two aspects can be illustrated briefly in turn. 
Category theory is now a common tool in the toolbox of mathematicians. It 
unifies and provides a fruitful organization of mathematics. Arguments in favour 
of category theory and arguments against category theory as a foundational frame-
work have been advanced (See [7] for a survey of the relationships between category 
theory and set theory, [20], [6] for arguments against category theory and [38] for a 
quick overview and a proposal). This is in itself a complicated issue which is ren-
dered even more difficult by the fact that the foundations of category theory itself 
stiU have to be clarified. Given that most of philosophy of mathematics of the last 
50 years or so has been done under the assumption that mathematics is more or less 
set theory in disguise, the retreat of set theory in favour of category theory would 
necessarily have an important impact on philosophical thinking. 
The use of category theory for logical and philosophical studies is ahready well 
underway. Indeed, categorical logic, the study of logic with the help of categorical 
means, has been around for about 30 years now and is still vigorous. Category the-
ory also provides relevant information to more general philosophical questions. For 
instance, EUerman 1987 has tried to show that category theory constitutes a theory 
of universals which has properties radically different from set theory considered as 
a theory of universals [39]. If we move from universals to concepts in general, we 
can see how category theory could be useful even in cognitive science. Indeed, Mac-
namara and Reyes have abeady tried to use categorical logic to provide a different 
logic of reference [37]. Awodey, Landry, Makkai, Marquis and McLarty have tried 
to show how it sheds an interesting light on structurahsts approach to mathematical 
knowledge ([2], [31], [32], [41]). 
Thus, category theory is philosophically relevant in many ways which will un-
doubtedly have to be taken into account in the years to come. 
CHAPTER 1 
BASIC CONCEPTS 
§1.1 Introduction 
This chapter (l(;als with the study of category theory, functors and natural trans-
formations which form the pillar of the category theory. This chapter is based on 
the work of Blythl8|, Eilenberg[18], FVeyd[22], MacLane[35], Mitchell[42j and Schu-
bert[47] etc. 
Section 1.2 deals with the basic definition of categories and relative examples 
due to Blyth[8], MacLane(35] and Schubert[47] etc. Section 1.3 deals with the de-
finition of functors and some examples of functors which states that functors are 
structure preserving maps between categories. In the last Section 1.4 the notion of 
natural transformation is introduced which describes that a natural transformation 
is a relation between two functors. 
§1.2 Categories 
First of all we shall give a brief idea about the concept of category theory. 
The notion of function is one of the most fundamental concepts in mathematics and 
science. Functions are used to model variation- for example, the motion of a particle 
in space; the variation of a quantity like temperature over a space; the symmetries 
of a geometric object, or of physical laws; the variation of the state of a s>'stem over 
time. 
A category is a abstract structure; a collection of objects, together with a col-
lection of morphisms between them. For example, the object could be geometric 
figures and the morphisms could be ways of transforming one into another; or the 
objects might be data types and the morphisms programs. 
Category theory is the algebra of functions; the principal operation on func-
tions is taken to be composition. Whenever we calculate by composing functions 
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(for example, in iteration a function) there is a category behind our calculations. 
Now we define category as follows: 
Definition 1.2.1 A category C, consists of the following data; 
{i) a class \C\ of objects A.B.C,.... called the class of objects of C 
[a) for each ordered pair {A,B) of C, a set (possibly empty) Morc{A,B) called 
the set of rnorphisms from A to B (sometimes we denote Morc{A,B) by 
Mor{A,B) ) 
{in) for each ordered triplet {A,B,C) of objects of C we can define a map Mor{B, C) x 
Mor{A,B) ->• Afor(/l,C) called composition of morphisms. If/? G Mor{B.C). 
a e Mor{A, B) then the image of the pair {ft,a) is designated by fHa (read as 
/? foHowing a), we can also write (5 o a. 
The data are subjected to the following axioms: 
Cj : The set Mor{A,B) is pairwise disjoint. 
C2 : Associativity of composition: If 7/3 and (3a both are defined then (7/3)a and 
7(/?Q;) are defined and (7/^)0; ='^{(3a) holds. 
C3 : Existence of identity: For each object A there is an identity I A € Mor{A. A) 
for which 7/IQ; =^; a and (31 A — P hold whenever the left side is defined. 
Notation: a e A4or{A,B) is usually denoted hy a : A ^ B ov A -^ B. A is 
called the domain (source) and B is called the codomain (target) of a. 
Remark 1.2.1 The class of all morphisms of C is denoted by 
MorC= (J Mar{A,B). 
(A,B)e\C{x\C\ 
Remark 1.2.2 The identity morphism I A is uniquely determined by the object 
A. For this, let I A and 1'^ be two identity morphisms for A. Then by axioms 
C3 (Definition 1.2.1), I'^IA = I A therefore, IA=IA- Conversely, A is determined 
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by /4 because the set of morphisms are pairwise disjoint as let A ^ A', then we 
have IA e Mor{A'., A'), but /^ 6 Mor{A, A) which is contradiction of the fact that 
Mor{A,A) and Mor{A'.A') are pairwise disjoint. Hence A is uniquely determined 
by IA-
Remark 1.2.3 By Remark 1.2.2 we obtain that there is one-one correspondence 
between the objects and subclass of morphisms consisting identities. 
This shows that objects play secondary role in the definition of category. We 
can define a category without objects [21]. 
Some standard categories with their notations 
E n s the category of sets, whose class of objects is the class of all sets and the class 
of morphisms is the class of all functions on sets. 
G r p the category of groups, whose class of objects is the class of all groups and the 
class of morphisms is the class of all group homomorphisms between them. 
S g p the category of subgroups, whose class of objects is the class of all subgroups 
and the class of morphisms is the class of all group homomorphisms between 
them. 
A b the category of abelian groups, whose class of objects is the class of all abelian 
groups and the class of morphisms is the class of all group homomorphisms 
which preserve the abelian structure of group. 
D i v A b the category of divisible abelian groups, whose class of objects is the class of 
all divisible abelian groups and the class of morphisms is the class of all group 
homomorphisms which preserve the abehan structure of group. 
O r d the category of ordered sets, whose class of objects is the class of all sets 
on which there is defined an ordering < (i.e. a relation that is reflexive, 
anti-symmetric and transitive) and the class of morphisms is the class of all 
morphisms f : A -> B that are isotone (or order-preserving) in the sense that 
U X <y in A tlien f{x) < f{y) in B. 
T o p the category of topological spaces, whose class of objects is the class of all 
topological spaces and the class of morphisms is the class oi all continuous 
maps between them. 
T o p / / the category of Hausdorflf topological spaces, whose class of objects is the class 
of all HausdoTff topological spaces and the class of morphisms is the class of 
all continuous maps between them. 
/ ^ M o d the category of modules over R, whose class of objects is the class of all R-
modules and the class of morphisms is the class of all module homomorphisms 
between them. 
M o n the category of monoids, whose class of objects is the class of all monoids which 
are groups and the class of morphisms is the class of all group homomorphisms 
between them. 
M e t S p the category of metric spaces, whose class of objects is the class of all metric 
spaces and the class of morphisms is the class of all continuous maps between 
them. 
V e c t / ? the category of finite dimensional vector spaces, whose class of objects is the 
class of all finite dimensional vector spaces and the class of morphisms is the 
class of all linear transform.ations between them. 
R i n g the category of rings, whose class of objects is the class of all rings and th(; 
class of morphisms is the class of all ring homomorphisms between them. 
Remark 1.2.4 Sometimes the morphisms in the category need not be actual func-
tions or mappings in the usual sense. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Small and large categories) If the class of objects of a cat-
egory C is a set, the category is called small category otherwise it is called large 
category. 
Example 1.2.1 If we lake all .se(s .1, B, C, .... to he objects and all functions 
/ : .4 —)• B . (I : B —)• (' to l)e niorpliisms. we get a category E n s called the 
c:at(;gory of sets. Here we lake ihe eonij)osition as composition of functions, defiucid 
by the rule //o/'(a) (/(/((/)). This is a large category. 
y\ll th(~ standard categories as delincMl above are the examples oi large categories. 
Examples of smiall categories; 
Example 1.2.2 We can const met a category with one object A and one niorphism. 
which must therefore, be the identity niorphism i.e. Ij^-.A-^ A. 
Example 1.2.3 Category with one object A and two morphisms l^ : A -^ A and 
a \ A -^ A. To specify the category we have to observe all composites IAOIA, -//loa, 
aoy,4, (xoa and to check the identity and associative law. 
Trivially, com})ositions /,\O/.A. /.i*"'^ 'iii<l '^^IIA ^xe defined. Further, we shall chc;ck 
the only composition aoa . For this, there are two possible choices, either aoa^lA 
or aoa=a. 
'a.se{i) suppose aoa^I^ !•«• the composition table is: 
i..r 
Cf 
\A 
" 
I A 
<X 
(k-
or 
1.4 
In fact, this does gi\'(; a category. All Ihal needs to be cliecked is the associative 
law. Here composition is the fully defined operation, 
we may recognize the composition table as 
* addition modulo 2 or 
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:*r (he cyclic grouj:) of order 2. 
and there are the \v'(>ll known to be associative. 
Cas(i[i'i) Su])])ose tlie ooo n 
This is also yields a cat< ,^i;orv wilh th(; c()nii)osition table as 
• A n 
1.1. O 
O O (\ 
From this table it is cl(>ar that associative law holds and I A is the identit}' of 
A. 
For this, take A to be the set {(), 1}. I^et I A be the identity function A -> A 
and a is the function g;iven by 
a : 0 ^ 0 
1 ^ 0 
Clearly, aon - a^:0 H^ 0 i-> 0, 
1 ^> 0 ^ 0 
Henc(! a"*-a as required. 
Ilerf! is another way of representing this (!xample in tern)s of sets and functions. 
Consider A he tiu; Cartesian planc^ and I,\ the identity function. Now take n 
to be projection onto the x-uxis i.e. 
o: : (x.y) i-> (.T,0) 
Then clearly a^ --a{x. {))---{x, 0) - a(.'j;, y) 
i.c;. a'^--(x as requinid. 
Example 1.2.4 Given any group G = {1, f,g,....} we get a category with one ob-
ject as the set G and niorphims as the elements of G. Composition is the product 
of elements in the grouj) which is. of course, associative. 
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Definition 1.2.3 (Subcategory) Let C be a category then a category C is said to 
be; a siibcategory of C if 
(i) Each object of C is also an object of C. 
{ii) For all objects A and B in C we have that Morc'{A, B) is a subset of Morc(A, B] 
[Hi) The composition of any two niorphisms in C is same as their composition in 
C. 
[iv) For each object A in C the subset More {A, A) of Morc{A, A) contains the 
element /^ of Morc{A, A). 
Definition 1.2.4 For every category C we can form a subcategory containing all 
the objects of C and the niorphisms as the only identities morphisms, we call this 
category as discrete subcategory 
Definition 1.2.5 (Full subcategory) A subcategory C is called a full subcategory 
ofC if 
Morc'iA,B) --= MorciA,B) 
Example 1.2.5 The category of finite sets is the full subcategory of Ens whose 
objects are the finite sets in Ens. Therefore, the category of finite sets has all 
finite sets as objects, the set Mor{X. Y) of all morphisms from the finite set X 
to the finite Y is just the set of all maps from X to Y. While the composition 
Mor{X,Y) X Mor{Y,Z) -^ Mor{X,Z) for all triplet of finite sets X.Y,Z is given 
by [1,9) —> yf where gf is the usual composition of the map f : X -^ Y and 
g:Y-^Z. 
Example 1.2.6 The category Grp is defined to be the full subcategory of the cat-
egory M o n whose class of objects are the monoids which are groups. Therefore, 
the objects of Grp are all groups, Mar{X, Y) is the set of all morphisms of gi'oups 
from the group X to the group Y for all objects X and Y in Grp and the com-
position Mor{X,Y) X Mor(Y,Z) -^ A4or{X,Z) for all triplet of groups X,Y,Z is 
given by (/ , g) —>• gf where gf is the usual composition of the morphisms of groups 
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f -.X -^Y aiidg-.Y -^ Z. 
Example 1.2.7 The category Ringi is a subcategory of the category Ring. This 
subcategory is not full subcategory since for any pair of objects A,B € Ringj . the 
Mor{A,B) has zero niorphism when it is considered in the category R ing but it 
has no zero niorphism when we consider it in Ringi . 
Observations: 
In a category C. the following statements hold: 
[i) C is a full subcategory of C. 
[ii) Two categories C and C are the same if and only if C is a subcategory of C 
and C is a subcategory of C. 
(m) If C is a subcategory of C and C" is a subcategory of C , then C" is a subcategory 
of C. 
[iv) If C is a full subcategory of C and C" is a full subcategory of C . then C" is a 
full subcategory of C. 
(v) IfC and C" are full subcategories of C, then C'=C" if and only if |C'|=|C"|. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Dual category) For any category C, we can form a category 
C*, known as the dual category of C if the following conditions hold: 
{i) The class of objects of C* is similar that of the class of objects of C. 
(a) For every pair of objects A,B 6 C* we have 
Morc'{A,B) = Morc{B,A). 
[lii) If a\ 6* e C* and a*ofr is defined in C* then 
a* op* = {(3oa)*. 
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Remark 1.2.5 U a : A -^ B he a morphism in C then oc* e C* he a morphism 
a* : B* -> A*. 
Example 1.2.8 The dual of the category with one object A and three morphisms 
/^, ei, e2 satisfying 
eiCj^ej (i,j = l,2) 
is the category with one object A* and three morphisms IA* , ej*, 62* satisfying 
e / e r - e ; (^,J = 1,2) 
Compare the composition tables of these two categories: 
IA 
ei 
62 
IA 
IA 
ei 
C2 
C] 
ei 
ei 
Cl 
e2 
£2 
62 
62 
* 
1/1 
e,* 
6 2 ^ 
1.1 
if 
U 
Cl* 
e2* 
eT 
cr 
62* 
* 
62 
*-
62 
6 , * 
*-
62 
Now it is an amazing but not obvious fact that the dual of many well-known 
categories are also well-known categories, 
§1.3 Functors 
Within a category C we have the morphism sets Mor(X,Y) which serve to es-
tablish connection between different objects of the category. Now the language of 
categories has been developed to delineate the various areas of mathematical theory: 
thus it is natural that we should wish to be able to describe connections between 
different categories. We now formulate the notion of a transformation from one cat-
egory to another. Such a transformation is called a functor, which can be defined as : 
Definition 1.3.1 Let C and V be two categories. A pair of functions F = {Fob-
Fmor), where 
Fo, : |C| -^ 1^1 
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and 
Fn,or •• More -> Morj) 
is called a functor wiiicii assigns to each object of C an object of X) and to niorphisnis 
of C a niorphisni of V. satisfying the following conditions: 
Fx : If a : X -^ Y is a morphism in C then F{a) : F{X) -^ ^(7)18 a morphism in 
V. 
F2 : F{Lx) ~ h-'ix) for every object X E C. 
F3 : If ap is defined in C then F{a)F{P) is defined in V and F(a/3) = F(a.)F(/3) 
or F{ap)=F{P)F{a) 
In axiom F3 if F{<y.{5)---F{a)F{f3) holds then F is called covariant functor and 
if F{aP) = F{P)F{a) holds then F is called contravariant functor. 
We shall make a connection that whenever we speak simply of a functor we 
shall mean a covariant functor. A functor F from C to P is denoted by F : C —> V. 
Remark 1.3.1 Every functor F : C -^V induces a function 
FA,B : Morc{A,B) -> Mor'o{F{A),F{B)) 
For every pair of objects [A^ B) in C. 
Definition 1.3.2 (Composition of two functors) Let F : A-^ B and G : B -^ C 
be two functor then their composition GoF : A-^ C he defined as, 
GoF{X) = G{F{X)) for all objects X ^A 
and 
GoF{a) = G{F{a)) for all morphisms a E: A-
Remark 1.3.2 The composition functor GoF is a covariant functor if F and G are 
of the same variance, GoF is a contravariant functor if F and G are of the opposite 
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variance. 
Remark 1.3.3 Every homomorphisin monoid to monoid (ring to ring or group to 
group) can be regarded as a functor. 
Now we consider some examples of functors. 
Example 1.3.1 For an}- category C, assigning every object A to A and every mor-
phisms a to the same morphism a in C, we can define a functor 
Ic:C-^C 
such that 
lc{A) = A and lc{a) = a for all a e A. 
This functor is known as identity functor. 
Example 1.3.2 Let C be a subcategory of C then a covariant functor I : C —> C 
can be defined as 
I{A) ^ A for all objects A e C 
and 
I(Q:) = a for all morphisms a £ C. 
This functor is known as inclusion functor. 
Example 1.3.3 Since every group is a set and every group homomorphism is a 
function. A covariant functor F can be defined from the category Grp of groups to 
the category Ens of sets by assigning 
(i) To every group G in Grp, the underlying set F{G) in Ens. 
(a) To every group homomorphism a : G ^ G' in Grp, the underlying function 
F{a) : F{G) -^ F{G') in Ens. 
This function is known as forgetful functor because it forgets the group structure 
in Ens. 
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Ill connection of functors we have the foUowing definitions: 
Definition 1.3.3 (Cat) Since the composition of functors is also a functor and this 
operation (c(jmposition) is also associative whenever it is defined. With the help of 
these facts, we can construct a new category Cat by taking objects of category as 
all small categories and morphisms as the functors between them. 
Definition 1.3.4 (Full functor) A functor F : C -> D is called full if the function 
Marc{A,B) -^ J\'Ior'p{F{A), F{B)) induced by F is surjective (onto). 
Definition 1.3.5 (Faithful functor) A functor F : C -^ V is said to be faithful if 
the function Morc{A, B) -> Morx){F{A), F{B)) induced by F is injective (one-one). 
Definition 1.3.6 (Representive functor) A functor F : C -^ V is said to be 
representive if for every object B eV there exist an object A E C such that 
F{A) = B. 
Definition 1.3.7 (Imbedding) A faithful functor F : C ^ V which takes distinct 
objects to distinct objects is said to be imbedding. 
§1.4 Natural Transformations 
In this section we introduce the concept of natural transformation which plays 
a key role in the development of the language of categories and functors. Natural 
transformation can be defined as follows: 
Definition 1.4.1 Let S and T be two covariant functors from a category C to a 
category V. A family of morphisms, 
V - {vx\X e ObjC and qx : S{X) -> T{X)} C V 
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is called the natural transfonnation from .S' to T if for every iiun-phisin f : X -^ Y 
ill C such (hat tiu; diagram 
S(X) 
Sd'i 
S(Y) 
1 . 
•^T(X) 
rn) 
^-T(Y) 
commutes. 
The natural transformation ;/ from S to T is denoted by q : S -\ T. 
If S and T are conlravariant th(in the above diagram is represented b}^  tlu; fol 
lowing commutative; diagram 
S(X)-
S(Y)- lY 
T(X) 
•T(Y) 
If eac;h tjx is an isomorphism then we say that r/ is a natural isomorphism. 
Definition 1.4.2 Th(> functors S,T : C -^ V are said to be naturally eciuivalent, 
denoted by S ~ T. if therc^ is a natural isomorphism r/ : ,5* —v T. 
Theorem 1.4.1 A natural transformalion r/ : 5* -> T is a natural isomorphism if 
and only if there is a natural transformation /i : I ' —> 5 such that 
fiarj ---- Is and rjo^i = IT-
Proof If r/ : S —> T is a natural isomorphism where 5',7^ : C ^ V. assign to every 
object A of C the morphism //.4 ^ •r/,4"' : T{A) -^ S{A). This clearly define a natural 
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transfonriation // : T —> .S'. Since 
UI<>'I)A I'A'>'IA ^ VA'^^HA ^.-^iA)-
[!l<n')A 'lAOfJ-A -- VA'^'IA"^ /'/(.l)-
Wo (l{ulu(:(; that /yo// Is and r/o/j ; Ir. 
Convc^rsely, if Ihc.i-r. exists a natural transformation // : T 
and iiofi I'r then lor every object .-l of C \vv. have 
HAOII^ {fujri),\ -- ]s{A). 
nAO'h'A - {no^t),^ ^^- lr(A) 
\X\\VM:C. each IJA is an isomorphism. 
S siuh thjit //or/ /. 
Proposit ion 1.4.1 C-omposition of two natm'al transformations is also a natural 
Iransformation. 
Proof Ij(;t // : .S' H V and (/' '• "I' '^ U be two natural transformations, wdiere 
S.T.U:C -> V be c:ovariant functors from category C to category V. 
Now wc; take, 
<P.v -"- '4'x nx 
i.e. 
S{X) ^ (l{X) S{X) ^ T{X) ^ U{X) for all objects X eC 
then for any morphism / : X —> V in C such that in the diagram 
S(X) % T(X) % U(X) 
S(fi 
S(Y)- ^Y 
T(f; 
T(Y) }^ 
\)U) 
U(Y) 
the left and right scjuares commute since ^q and ^ are natural. Hence the outside 
rectangle connnutes i.e. tl'orj is natural. 
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Example 1.4.1 Consider iho^  fiinclor 
/ : Grp -^ Grp 
which carries e;uli grou}) (/ G Grp to its inner automorphisms group I{(r) in Grp 
and mori)hism n : C! —> G' to the corrc^sponding homomorphism 
l{n) : / (( /) -^ /((V) svnrt for forh G € G r p , ( 7 ~ Grp. 
Then we d(>Iin(! a natural transformation 
from identity functor to / ; Grp --> Grp, l)y taking 
;/(; : 6 ' ~ /((;) for all G e Grp. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
SPECIAL OBJECTS, MORPHISMS AND SOME 
CONSTRUCTIONS IN CATEGORIES 
§2.1 Introduction 
This chapter has been devoted to the study of certain special types of niorphisnis 
and objects. Most of the results of this chapter are based on the work of Bl}1:h [b.\. 
MacLane [36] and Mitchell [42] etc. 
Section 2.2 deals with the notion of monomorphism, epimorphism and isomorphism 
which states that a morphism which is both monomorphism and epimorphism need 
not be an isomorphism. In the Section 2.3 the notion of initial object, terminal ob-
ject and zero object is introduced which states that an object in a category is called 
zero object which is initial and terminal both but converse need not true. Section 
2.4 deals with the categorical porduct and co-product. In the last Section 2.5 the 
notion of equalizers and kernels are discussed. 
§2.2 Special Morphisms 
We have already discussed the examples of categories in which the objects are 
sets endowed with some additional structure and the morphisms are structure-
preserving mappings. Such categories are called concrete. One of the main ob-
jectives of the theory of categories is to obtain general theorems with applications 
in concrete categories. To see how this can be achieved, we first show how notions 
that arise in concrete categories can be generahzed to arbitrary categories. For this 
we have to find properties that are independent of 'element-wise' arguments. By 
way of illustration, we observe that in the category Ens the following statements 
concerning a mapping f : X -^ Y are equivalent: 
(i) f is injective (in the sense that x ^ y = ^ f{x) --/- f{y)) 
{a) f is left cancellable (in the sense that fog = foh = » g = h) 
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Thus the notion of injectivity, which is usually defined as in (i) using elements, 
can be expressed as in (ii) in terms only of mappings. 
Now the property of being left cancellable can clearly be considered in an arbi-
trary category, and leads to the following notion. 
Definition 2.2.1 (Monomorphism) A morphism f : X ^ Y in a category C is 
called a monomorphism if for every pair of morphisms g.h : A -^ X such that 
A^X-AY = A^X-UY 
i.e. 
fog = foh 
=4- g = h (i.e. / is left cancellable) 
We have just seen that in Ens a morphism is monic if and only if it is injective. 
This is also true, for example in Sgp, Grp, /^Mod. However in a concrete category 
every injective morphism is monic. But the converse is not true, as the following 
example ihustrates. 
Example 2.2.1 Consider the category DivAb of divisible abelian groups (it is 
subcategory of Ab). 
Now take two objects Q and Q/Z in DivAb, both are the abehan groups, this 
follows from the observations: 
p/q = n{p/nq) 
and 
p/q + Z = n{p/nq + Z). 
Consider the natural morphism 
77 : Q ^ Q/Z 
defined by 
^/(p/9) =v/q + z V p/qeQ 
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then it is always onto (epimorphism). Trivially, this morphism r] is not injective as 
Ker r; = Z 7^  0 in Q, but it is left cancellable (monomorphism). 
Now we will check that it- is left cancellable. 
For this, l(;t / , g : A -^ Q are. rnorphisTn in this category and f -/- g. there 
exists a G A such that 
f{a)^9{a) 
i.e. 
/(a) - g{a) ^-0 in Q 
= r/sis / ±1). 
Since A is divisible we can find b G A such that 
Now, 
I.e. 
Since, 
o = r.b 
r[f{l')-gm = rf{b)-rg{b) 
= f{rb)-g{rb) 
= i{o)-9{a) 
= r/s 
r[f{b)-g{b)]=r/s 
f{b)-g{b) = l/s 
r/(lA) - 1/s + Z y^-0 
Vifib) - g{b)) ^ 0 
nifib)) - ri{g{b)) / 0 
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= ^ {r,of)ib)-{riog){b)^0 
- » ( r / o / - r / o 5 ) ( 6 ) / 0 
^> 'Pf - nog /- 0 
:=> rj is left caiiccjUable 
:=^=> fl is monoiiiorpliism in D i v A b but not injective. 
Which completes ovir claim. 
Definition 2.2.2 (Epimorphism) A morphism / : X —>• V in a category C is 
called a epimorphism if for every pair of morphisms g,h : Y -^ B such that 
X^Y^B = X-AY-^B 
i.e. 
gof = hof 
=4> g = h (i.e. / is right cancellable). 
Remark 2.2.1 A morphism / : X —> F which is epimorphism in a category C may 
not be surjective, as the following example illustrates. 
Example 2.2.2 Consider the category Ring {or Sgp) of rings (w.r.t. multipli-
cation). Now since Z, Q & Ring, we define an inclusion morphism i : Z -^ Q 
which is injective but not surjective, but it is epimorphism (right cancellable) in the 
category. 
Now we will show that it is epimorphism (right cancellable) but not surjective. 
For this, let g, h : Q -^ A be a morphism in R ing {or Sgp) with. 
Z -^Q-^A = Z - ^ Q ^ A 
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such that 
since g{l) = h{l) 
since g{n) = h{n) 
goi = lioi 
=^ {g(n){n) = {hoi){n) V n e Z 
^4> g{n) = h{n) V n e Z 
Now for an}^ rn/n e Q we liave 
g{mjn) = g{m:ir\l) 
--^ g{rri)g{n-^)g{i) 
.- h{m)g{n-^)h{l) 
= h{Tn)g{n'^)h{nnr^) 
= h{rn)g{n'^)h{n)h{n~^) 
= h{m)g{n~^)g{n)h{n''^) 
=r h{rn)g(n~^n)h{n~^) 
= h{m)g{l)h{n-') 
= h{m)h{l)h{n-^) 
= h(rn.l.nr^) 
= h{rnn~^) 
= Ii{ni,/n) 
= > g{m/n) — h[m/n) V m,ln £ Q 
= » g = h 
=^ i is right cancellable, but not surjective. 
Therefore, i is epimorphism, but not surjective in the category R ing of rings. 
Which completes our claim. 
Definition 2.2.3 (Bimorphism) A morphism which is monomorphism as well as 
epimorphism both is called bimorphism. 
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Definition 2.2.4 A inorphisni f : X -^ Y m a category C is called retraction if and 
only if there exists a inorphism g : Y -^ X hi C such that 
fog = ly 
Dually, 
Definition 2.2.5 A rnorphism f : X -^ Y in a category C is called coretracitori if 
and only if there exists a rnorphism g : Y -^ X m a category C such that 
gof = Ix-
Remark 2.2.2 Every retraction is a epimorphism but converse need not be true. 
Let us a consider a rnorphism f : A -^ B he a retraction in a category C then 
there exists g : B ^  A m C such that 
fog = JB-
Now consider two morphisms hi, h2 : B ^  X such that 
AJ-^B-^X = A^B-^X 
I.e. 
hiof = h2of 
{h\of)og = {h2of)og 
h\o{fog) = h2o{fog) 
h\olB = h2olB 
hi = /i2 
/ is right cancellable 
/ is epimorphism. 
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Conversely, it is not true, for this we construct a counter example as follows: 
In ^Mod consider the object Qp defined by 
Qp - {x e Q\x - fcp-" .keZ kne N} 
where p is a prime. This collection forms a subgroup of Q and Z is a subgroup of 
Qj, i.e. Z C Qp. 
Now we define a morphism 
/ : Qp/Z ^ Qp/Z 
such that 
fix + Z)=px + Z. 
Then it is readly seen that / is a Z-morphism. 
Since 
==p(kp-^-') + Z. 
We see that / is surjective. Now we shall only to show that / has no right inverse. 
On contrary, assume that / has a right inverse in ^Mod then there exists 
h : Qp/Z -^ Qp/Z in Z — module such that 
foh = / [identity cm, Qp/Z) 
=> {foh){n) = n V neQp/Z. 
Now in particular as fc = 1, n = 1 we have, 
p-^ + Z = f{h{p-^ + Z)) [ since foh = I] 
= p{h{p-^ + Z)) 
=-- h{p{p-' + Z)) 
= h{I + Z) 
=-- h{0 + Z) 
= 0 + Z. 
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Thus we have p + Z = 0 + Z. 
Which is never possible since x + Z = 0 + Z ii and only if x E Z but here p is prime. 
= » /; does not exist 
= » / has no right inverse 
:^=> / is not retraction. 
Which completes oiu- claim. 
Remark 2.2.3 E-\'ery coretraction (section) is a monomorphism but converse need 
not be true. 
Let us a consider a morphism f : A ^ B he a coretraction (section) in a 
category C then there exists g : B -> A in C such that 
fog = IB-
Now consider two morphisms hi, h2 '• X -^ A in C such that 
XJH^A-UB^X^A-UB 
i.e. 
fohi = /o/i2 
go{fohi) = go{foh2) 
{gof)ohi = {gof)oh2 
Uohi = lAoha 
hi = h2 
= > / is left cancellable 
= ^ / is monomorphism. 
Conversely, it is not true i.e. every monomorphism need not be a coretraction 
(section). For this we construct a counter example as follows: 
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Consider a category ^Mod and a morphism 
such that 
/(n) - 2n V n E Z. 
Now we check for the kd't inverse. 
Suppose there exist a Z-niorphisni g : Z ^ Z such that 
gof = Iz 
for any integer n e Z we have, 
2.g{n) —- g{2n) ( module homomorphism, ) 
= 9{f{n)) ( since f{n) = 2n ) 
= gofin) 
= n 
i.e. 2.^(n) = n V n e 2f. 
In particular, if we take n = 1 then 
2.^(1) = 1. 
For convenience we can consider this relation as an equation of the form 
2x = 1 in Z. 
But there is no value of x in Z to solve the equation 2a:; = 1 
= » g can not be defined 
= > it is not left canceUable 
^=^ it is not a coretraction (section). 
Which completes our claim. 
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Definition 2.2.6 (Isomorphism) A morphism / : X -> V in a category C is called 
isom.orphism. if there exist a morphism g : Y ^ X in C such that 
X ^ r ^ X - ix 
i.e. gof -~- Ix 
and 
r ^ X -A r - /y 
i.e. /VJ9 = ^ 1Y-
This uniquely determined morphism g is also an isomorphism which is called 
the inverse of / and is often denoted by f'^. 
Observations: 
Let f : X ^ Y and g : Y -^ Z he two morphisms in C then the following statements 
hold: 
(a) If / and g are both monomorphism (epimorphism), then the composition gf : 
X ^ Z is an monomorphism (epimorphism). 
(b) It gf : X -^ Z is an epimorphism, then so is 5. 
(c) U gf : X ^ Z is an monomorphism, then so is / . 
{d) U f : X ^ Y is an isomorphism, then / is both a monomorphism and an 
epimorphism. 
In connection with the last of the above observations, it is worth observing that 
a morphism in a category which is both a monomorphism and epimorphism (i.e. 
bimorphism) need not be an isomorphism. It is clear from the following example. 
Example 2.2.3 Consider the category D i v A b of divisible abehan groups (it is 
subcategory of A b ) . 
Now take two objects Q and Q/Z in D ivAb, both are the abehan groups, this 
follows from the observations: 
p/q = n{p/nq) 
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and 
p/q + Z = n{p/nq + Z). 
Consider the nat ural morphism 
n-.Q^ Q/z 
defined by 
vip/q) - p/q + z "^ p/qeQ 
then it is always onto (epimorphisin). Trivially this morphism r/ is not injective as 
Kerrj = Z / 0 in Q, but it is left cancellable (monomorphism) as we discussed in 
Example 2.2.1. 
Therefore, r/ is bimorphism (monomorphism and epimorphisin both) but not iso-
morphism (as it is not injective). 
Which completes our claim. 
Remarks 2.2.4 Two objects in a category are called isomorphic if there is an iso-
morphism between them. 
Remarks 2.2.5 An isomorphism in a category C is a coretraction (section) and 
retraction both. 
By the Example 2.2.3 it is clear that every bimorphism in a category need not 
be isomorphism in general, but there are certain categories in which these two con-
cepts are equivalent. To characterize this behavior of some categories we shall define 
a special category, known as balanced category. 
Definition 2.2.7 (Balanced category) A category C is called balanced if every 
bimorphism in C is an isomorphism. 
Example 2.2.4 The category Ens is balanced category, since every function which 
is injection and surjection both is also a bijection. 
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Example 2.2.5 The category Grp is balanced category, since every group homo-
morphism which is monomorphism and epimorphism both is also an isomorphism. 
Example 2.2.6 Thc^  category y^Mod is balanced category. 
The category DivAb, Ring. Sgp and Top^ are not balanced. As we ha\'e 
discussed in Remark 2.2.9 that in DivAb, bimorphisni is not to be an isomorphism, 
hence it is not balanced. 
B'or concrete categories the following diagram (in which an increasing line seg-
ment is taken to mean = ^ ) sununarises the above discussion: 
epic mouic 
surjective bimorphism 
retraction bijective 
I . 
isomorphism 
§2.3 Special Objects 
In Ens the empty set cp and the one point set {•} both have properties which 
characterize them, and which can be formulated purely in terms of functions. 
1. A characteristic property of the one point set {-k}. Given any set X 
there is exactly one function from X to {•}. 
The function takes any x e X to :*-. Clearly this is a function and is the only possible 
function from X to {-k}. 
2. A characteristic property of the empty set (p. Given any set X there is 
exactly one function from 0 to A'. 
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For this, since a function from X to y is a subset [/ oi X xY satisfying the property 
that to each y EY there is exactly one pair in V with first coordinate y. Hence a 
function from 0 to X is a subset oi (h x X = (j), and there is only one such subset . 
namely 0, and it satisfies the property vacuously. 
Definition 2.3.1 (Initial object) An object / € C is called an initial object of the 
category C if for evevy object X ^ C the set Morc{I. X) is singleton. 
Definition 2.3.2 (Terminal object) An object T e C is called an terniinal(c()-
initial) object of the category C if for every object X E C the set Morc{X,T) is 
singleton. 
Remark 2.3.1 Any two terminal (initial) objects in a category are isomorphic i.e. 
terminal and initial objects in a category are unique upto isomorphism. 
Remark 2.3.2 If a category C has terminal (initial) object then the corresponding 
dual category C* has initial (terminal) object. 
Definition 2.3.3 (Zero object) An object Z € C is called a zero object of the 
category C if it is initial and terminal both. 
Remark 2.3.3 [8] A category that has initial and terminal objects both need not 
has a zero object. 
For example, in the category Ens every singleton set is terminal object and empty 
set is the only initial object i.e. Af orc((/), X)=singleton (there is only one function 
with no assignment) but it has no zero object. 
Example 2.3.1 In the category Grp of groups the trivial group {e} is initial and 
terminal both hence zero object. 
Example 2.3.2 For an ordered set considered as a category, terminal object is the 
greatest element (if exists) and initial object is the least element. 
Example 2.3.3 In the category Top, any space of one point is terminal object and 
empty space is initial. 
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Definition 2.3.4 (Zero niorphisni) Let C be a category with zero object. A 
iiiorphisiii A —> Fi in C is called a zero morphism if and only if it factored through 
a zero object i.e. A -^ B - A -^ O -^ B, where O denotes the zero object. 
§2.4 Product and Co-product 
Definition 2.4.1 (Product) LcH {/l,},;e/ be a family of objects in a category C. 
An object P in C together with a faniily of morphisms {pi : P —> /l,;}.jg/ is called 
the product of the family {/Ijig/ if for any object X E C and family of morphisms 
{/,; : X —> .4,},g/. tlier(> exists a uniciue morphism 7] : X -^ P such that the diagram 
ii 
.'-7 ^? 
?i 
commutes. 
Notation: The product of the family of objects {/l.J/g/ is denoted by H -4./. 
i€l 
Dually, 
Definition 2.4.2 Co-product (Sum) Let {v4j},jg/ be a family of objects in a 
category C. An object S in C together with a family of morphisms {?ij : Ai —)• 5'}ig/ 
is called the co-product (sum) of the family {^,}ie/ if for any object Y E C and 
family of morphisms {(/, : A, —> Y},ei- there exists a unique morphism ^ : S ^ Y 
such that th(> diafj;ram 
Y ^ 
^ - ' ' 
<3i 
s 
Ui 
commut(!s. 
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Notation: The co-product (sum) of the family of objects {Ai}i^i is denoted by 
ie/ 
Remark 2.4.1 A category has product if it has product for every family of objects. 
Remark 2.4.2 A category has finite product (co-product) if it has product (co-
product) for every finite family of objects. 
Remark 2.4.3 The product of the empty family of objects is the terminal object of 
the category and dually the co-product of the empty family of objects is the initial 
object of the category. 
Proposition 2.4.1 If P and P' are products of the family of objects {/IJie/ in a 
category then there exists an isomorphism between P and P'. 
Example 2.4.1 In the category Ens, cartesian product is the categorical product 
and disjoint union is the co-product of the objects of the category. 
Example 2.4.2 In the category Grp, the external direct product of the groups 
is the categorical product and the free product of groups is the co-product of the 
objects of the category. 
Example 2.4.3 In the category Top, cartesian product is the categorical product 
and disjoint union is the co-product of the objects of the category. 
§2.5 Equalizers and Kernels 
Definition 2.5.1 (Equalizer) Let ai, a2 : A ^ B he two morphisms in a category 
C. An object K together with morphism u : K -^ A is called equaUzer of the pair 
of morphisms ai, 0:2 if 
El : aiu = a2U 
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E'l : Fi)r ev(-;ry iiiorphism / : X —> .1 SIK:1I that 
1 / ^ 2 / 
{\civ <>xisls a uiiknu' luorphisiii // : A' —v /\ siicii thai 
i.e. th(' [ollowiiifi; diagraiii 
'"/ /' 
°<, 
^ B 
coininutes. 
Dually, 
Definition 2.5.2 (Co-equalizer) Lot tt], (^2 • A ^ B he two morphisms in a 
category C. An object F together with niorphisni v : B ^ F is called co-equalizer 
of the pair of morphisms oi , 02 il 
pj* : va^ - v<X2 
E% : h'or any niorphism (.} : B -^ Y such that 
f/O] --- (/Q2 
there exists a unique niorphisni <^  : /•' —> }' sucli tliat 
e*'- g 
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i.o. the following; (lia»Tain 
--^1 
coiiunules. 
Remark 2.5.1 Any iwo (Kiualizt^rs of a pair i)f luorplLisius a\, (x-i : A -^ B in a 
cate.s^on' arc isoinorpliit. 
Proposit ion 2.5.1 iMjualizer inorpliisiii is a iiionoiuorphisin and dually c.o-cHiualizcu' 
morpliisin is an (^})iin()rphisin. 
Example 2.5.1 The catc^^ory Ens of sets has eciuahzoTS and co-(5qualizers. 
Example 2.5.2 The ca'u-fz.ory Grp of groups has oquaUzers and co-ecpializers. 
Example 2.5.3 [8] Lei / , y : A —> B be two morphisms in Ens, Grp or /?Mod. 
Let 
T {,: e A : fix) = g{x)} 
he considercui a])popriat(!ly as a subset, a subgroup or a subinodule. Then the; canon-
ical inclusion v : 7' —^ ,1 is a etiualizer of / . (/ . 
Definition 2.5.3 (Kernel) L(M C be a catcjgory with a zero object, then the equal-
izer of tlie morpliism o : A —> B and O ; A —> B is (.called tlie kernel of the 
morphism n. 
Notation: The kernel of the morphisni ry. is denoted by Ker{a). 
Dually, 
Definition 2.5.4 (Co-kernel) Let C be a category with a zero object, then the 
co-equalizer of the morphism a : A —> B and 0 : A —> B is called the co-kernel 
of the morphism a. 
Notation: The co-kernel of the morphism a is denoted by Coker{a). 
Remark 2.5.2 If / ; .4 —>• B is a zero morphism then 
Ker{f) = 1A and Coker{f) = IB. 
Remark 2.5.3 If / : .4 —>• B be a monomorphism then Ker{f) = 0, 
Dually, 
Remark 2.5.4 If / : y4 ^  S be an epimorphism then Coker{f) = 0. 
Proposition 2.5.2 The composition a (3 defined in C then the following statements 
hold: 
(i) If p is mono then Ker{aP) = Kera. 
(ii) If a is epi then Coker{al3) = Coker(5. 
Example 2.5.4 The category Grp of groups and the category /jMod of modules 
has kernel and co-kernel. 
Example 2.5.5 In Grp and flMod the usual notion of kernel yields the categor-
ical equivalent. Indeed, let / : ^ —> 5 be a group ho mo morphism (or module 
hmomorphism). Then the (algebraic) kernel of / is the subgroup (or submodule) 
Kerf = {xeA: f{x) = OB}. 
The canonical embedding i : Kerf —^ A is then a kernel of / in the categorical 
sense (see Example 2.5.3). Thus Grp and ^Mod have kernels. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STRUCTURES ON CATEGORIES 
§3.1 Introduction 
This (•ha])t(>r has 1)(M'U (l('^ '()t(Hl lo th(^  stud}' of stnic! unjs on c«t(\t:;ori('S due io 
Blyth|8j, MacLaiK^I-'i'ij, Mitc'h('h|-12| and i''ivydi22i <-tc:. 
Section 'A.2 dc^ais wilh ihc notion oi s(uni-additivc; and additive c;alejj;orv due 
to Blythl(S| and Ma(T;an(!|3r)]. In Section .'5.3 normal and co-nonnal categories are 
discnssed and i1 is obtained that every normal category is balanced. Section 3.1 
deals with the notion of exact sequence and exact categories. Finally, in the last 
Section 3.5 the notion of abelian cat-egories is introduced. Further, it is shown that 
every al)eliaii category' is balanced. 
To d(>v<>lope this cha])ter W(; need the following notion: 
Definition 3.1.1 I_j(^ l C be a category with zero object and let {.4,},g/ l)e a family 
of objects of C. An object B in C together with morphism Aj - ^ B -^ A, for all 
i G / is called biproduct if 
(0 {^i7r,),c/ is th(> iH-oduct of {.4,},g/. 
(/v) {B.fii).i(zi is th(> co-j)roducl of the family {.4,},,= / in C. 
(•m) The diagram 
is commutative 
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where 
/ id if i ^-^ j 
" [o ifUi-
E x a m p l e 3.1.1 If {.1,},> / is a rainilx- of ll-modiilos and / {1.2 /)} thru \vc 
ha\-(> thai 
/ 1 i -= i 
logelher with the canonical injections and surjections, is a biprodnct o[ A\. /l^ 1,. 
^3.2 Semi-addit ive and Addit ive Categories 
Definition 3.2.1 (Semi-addit ive category) A category C together witli a zero 
object is said lo b(^  senii-addh ive il tor every pair of t^jbjects A.B of C tJiere is a law 
of composition -^ on MordA. B) such that 
(•/') [MovcXA, B). *) is a coniriinlalive semi group witli identity 0. 
(/'/) o is bilineai', in the sens*- that the following identities hold: 
{f*(j)ok - (/oA-)*(.(/oA-). 
Example 3.2.1 ^Mod is a semi-additiv(> calegoiv. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.2 Let d' be an additi\-(- abelian group regarded as a category G r p . 
'rh(-n (•' is s(Mui-additi\-c (the addition on the morphism sets iK-iug the group ojjer-
at ion). 
Example 3.2.3 The additi\"e monoid .'V considered as a category is semi-addili^•e. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.4 bet Latg be tlie subcategory of Lat consisting of those- lattices 
that ha\'c a smallest: cl(-m(-nt 0, the morphisms f)eing the O-pn-scrving lattice mor-
phisms. Then Lato is semi-additi\'e. 
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Ill fact {0} is a zeio object; and if f,g e Mcn-{L, M) tlien with f -k g defined by 
( / ^ / / ) ( . r ) - / ( . r )A .9 ( , r ) for all x e L. 
It iri cleai- tliat, properties (/) and (/'/') of definition 3.2.1 are readily seen to hold. 
Theorem 3.2.1 [8] In a category C. I he following statements ai(> efpiivalenl: 
(i) C lias finite l)iprodnels 
(//') C is S(Mih-addili\'e and has fiuile products 
{ill) C is seini-additi\'e and has hnitc- co-pi'oducts. 
Definition 3.2.2 (Addit ive category) A category C is said to be additi \e if it 
is seini-additi\-e cUid {Mor{A, /J), I ) forms an additive abelian group for all objects 
AJi oiC. 
Example 3.2.5 The categories A b and /^Mod ai'e additive. 
E x a m p l e 3.2.6 A iing (always with 1) is to be regaided as an additive category 
with only one object [47]. 
Now we define the notion of additi\-e category due to MacLane[36] as follows: 
Definiton 3.2.3 An additi\-e category is a category C in wliich eacli set Mor{A. li) 
of morpliisms has the structure of an al)elian group, subject to the following t.hree 
axioms: 
.4i : There is a zero oljject. 
/I2 : (Biproduct) To each pair of objects /Ij and A2 there exists an object B with 
four morphisms .4; - ^ B - ^ /I2 and /I2 - ^ B - ^ /l] which satisfy the 
identities piWi^/,i , . [hu-i-^l.u and piUi +P2U2=IB-
R e m a r k 3.2.1 In addi1i\-e category p\U2 -- 0 and P2U1 - 0. 
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Proposi t ion 3.2.1 A niovphism n in an additive category is monomorphism if and 
only if af - 0 always implies / 0. Similarly, /? is epimorphism if and only if 
(]P ;-- 0 always implies (/ - 0. 
Proof Suppose a : A —> H he a nionoiiiorphism tlien for any ecprality 
i^  - ^ .1 ^ li -. K ^ A - ^ B 
we ha\'e 
/i h-
Lei of = 0 foi- soiiH^ / : /\' -^ .4 \\icii 
K -^ A ^ ^ B : l< -^ D = K ^ A ^ ^ B 
igiiin, let 
I .e . 
/' • 0 since n is mono. 
a.A - ny, :. 0 
n ( / i - /2) = 0 (by distributive law) 
h - k - 0 
/, - h 
o is mono. 
Hence n is mono if and only if a J - 0 alwaws implies / = 0. 
Similarly, we can pro\-e t liat ft is epiniorpliism if and only if g(3 = 0 always implies 
g = Q. 
Proposit ion 3.2.2 l l i e object B in I he axiom /I3 of Definition 3.2.2 together with 
morphism B —^ A] , B —^ Ao is the product of the objects Ai and A2. 
Proof Let j \ : C —* Ai and J2 •.(•'—>• /I2 be any pair of morphisms with common 
donrain (.'. 
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Construct a morphism g : C —^ B such that 
.'/ - " i / i -I- " 2 / 2 
tlu.'ii wi' obtaiu. 
/'1/7 / ' i ( " i / i -\ "2/2) 
- y'i("i./i) i lh{(>2h) [By distributLvc latr\ 
^ (pi*'i),/'i) I {Viii2).f2 [By associ.alive law 
- A.i,/i + O./2 \By Remark'i:2.\] 
- / i 1-0 
- / i . 
Siiiiilai-ly. p2y - I2 i-e- l-li*? following diagrain 
^A 
3 
,'r 
fi 
B 
^>^^^. y 
^^A 
?i 
commules. 
The inorpliism y ; ( ' —- B is unique l)y construction. lience object B together with 
morpliisms pi : B —> Ai and p2 : B —> A2 is a product of /li and /I2. 
Similarly, we can prove the following i)roposition. 
Proposi t ion 3.2.3 The object B in the axiom /I3 in the Definition 3.2.2 together 
with morphisms (/j : A] —> B and U2 : /I2 -^ 5 is a co-product (sum) of the objects 
Ax and A2-
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§3.3 Normal and Co-normal Categories 
111 ail arl)itiar>' ralej^ovy with zero object, iiiorphism need iit)! have kenic^l and 
ct)-keiiieL 
I'br example if // is a ec)ninmlal.i\-e ring with a 1 then R-al(j(bra is a R-iuoduU 
that is also a ring wiUi a 1. Vox example, the set Mainxn{Z) of /) x 7i. malviw^s ovei 
Z is a Z-alqcbra. Now in ealegoiN' i;Aly of R-algebras the only condidiatc for the 
(alg(^hraic) kernel of morphism is a submodrile that is also an ideal. Bi.it tliis is in 
general fails to ha\e an identity eleiiuMit and therefore fails to lia\'e an ohjecl m the 
eategor\-. Hence not e\-er}- morpliism in nAlg has a kernel in the categorical sense. 
Likewise, in tlie c(Mtain types of topological spaces the quotient spaces (the can-
didiates for co-kernels) do not in gencM'al inlierit tlie properties of tlie parent sjjacx^s. 
so fail to be of)jects of tlie category under consideration. Conseciiiently, not e\'ery 
morphism has a co-kernel. 
.\lthongli kernels and co-k(Mnels need not exist in general. Now we define a 
sp(>cial type of category in wfiich (n'cry niorphisin has kernel and co-kernel. 
Definition 3.3.1 (Normal category) A category C with zero object is ciilled 
normal category if the following conditions hold: 
(i) C has zero object 
(/i) every morpliism in C has a kernel and co-kernel 
{in) every moiiic inori)hism in C is a kernel. 
Example 3.3.1 "Jlie category /,.Mod is normal. In fact axioms {{.) and (ii) are 
clearl}- satisfiixl. As for axioms (iii). f : A —^ B is monic then / is a kernel of 
V '• B —> J3/Ini{f). l b .see this . obser\-e by Example 2.5.4 that the embedding 
i : ]rnf -^ B is a kernel of r/. Since / is monic, it is injective, so / : A —> Iinf 
is given by f{a) =^  / (o) is an isomorphism, dlren, using the fact, that kernels are 
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iiiji(iue to witli ill corn posit ion by an isomorphism, \vc deduce from / = iof that / 
is a kernel o[ i]. 
Wliich completes our lesult. 
In a normal cate^ors' ewi'V monic morphism /' : A > B is a kernel, say a ker-
nel of // : B —> ('. l l ien from 1\( rh ~ Kercokcrkerh, we obtain / ~ KcrcokerJ. 
Thus we see tliat / is monic if and only if / ~ KcrcokerJ. 
Similarly. / is epic if and only if / ~ CokerkerJ. We shall make use frec|uenlly of 
I he.se obseivat ions in establishing the- following results concerning normal categories. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.1 [8] A normal category is l)alanced. 
Coro l l a ry 3.3.1 [8] A normal category lias finite products and equalizers. 
Dually, we define co-normal categor\'. 
Defini t ion 3.3.2 (Co-no rma l ca tegory) A category C is said to be co-normal if 
the following conditions hold; 
(i) C has zero object 
(ii) every morphism in C has a kernel and co-kernel 
[m) every ei>ic morphism in C is a co-kernel. 
E x a m p l e 3.3.2 The category /,>Mod is co-normal. 
To see tliis, it is sufiicienr to pro\-e that e\-cry epic morphism in / jMod is a 
co-kernel of any of its kernels. Now a kernel of / : A > B is the inclusion 
i : kerf —> A. If now /y : A —> X is such that goi — 0 then cleai'ly Kerf C Kery 
such that / ( a ) - j{h) implies _(/(a) - (/(/;). Since / is epic, hence surjective. We can 
therefore, define a morphism 
V : B > X 
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such that, 
' ' ( / ( " ) ) <l{") /^•"' <"*''(•'•:'/ « e /I 
^ 5 
clearly, vof - /y and so / is a c(.)-k(-rucl o( t. 
Example 3.3.3 The category Grp is co-rjoriiuvl but not normal. In fad the same 
argument used in Example 2.4.2 shows that Grp is co-normal. nowe\-er, it is not 
normal. For tins, we know that a co-kernel of / : A -^ B is r/ : D > B/N where A' 
is tlie smallest noiinal subgroup containing Inif, and a kernel of// is the imbedding 
A : iV > /J. If f is moijic then / need not be a kernel of its (X)-kernel //, for the 
imbedding j : Inif —> N need not l)e an isomorphism. 
Definition 3.3.3 (Binomial category) A category C is said to be binomial if it 
is l)oth normal and co-normal. 
§3.4 Exact Sequence and Exact Categories 
In this section the exact categories are defined in the terminology of Buclis-
baum[9] and i\Iitchell[12j and their eciuivalence is proved. Most of the results in this 
s(>ction are taken from Buchsbaiim[9|. All tiie lesults as we discussed here are also 
true? in ordinary theoiy of groups and modules etc. 
We shall often write Kercokcrf as Imf and call tliis an image of / . Like wise, 
we often write C'oktrkrrf as C'oimJ and call this a coimage of / . The notion of 
image and coinurge gi\e rise to the following important concept. 
K; 
Definition 3.4.1 (Exact sequence) If C is a binormal categoiy then a sequence 
of objects and inorphisin in C is ^aid to be exact, at /I, if every image of / ,_i is a 
k'eiuc>l of / , ; and coexact at .4, if every coiinage of / , is a co-k(-rnel of /,_ ]. 1'h(-
se(inence is said to be- exact (coexact) if it is exact (coexact) at. (^very /\,. 
Xow we define- exact categoiy due to Mitchell[42] as folhws: 
Defini t ion 3.4.2 (Exac t c a t e g o i y ) A category C is said to be exact if satisfying 
the following axioms: 
El ; C has zero object. 
£'•2 : Every morphism in category C has kernel and co-kernel. 
7^ 3 : Ex-ery monomorphism (epimoiphism) in category C be a kernel (co-kernel) of 
some morphism. 
E.i : E\-ery iiu)rpliism n : A —»• B in category C can be decomposed as 
A -^ B =- A^^ I -^ B 
wfiere q is an epimorpliism and 7 is a monomorphism. 
E x a m p l e 3.4.1 The categoiy G r p of groups is an exact category. 
E x a m p l e 3.4.2 The category / jMod of modules is an exact category. 
Proposi t ion 3.4.1 [42] In an exact category C, the following statements hold: 
{i) A^^ B -^ C is exact in C if and only if A' ^ B* ^ C is exact in C*. 
[il] O > A —^ B is exact, in C if and only if a is a monomorphism. 
{iii) A > B > O is exact, in C if and only if a is a epimorpliism. 
{iv) O —> A —> B —> O is exact in C if and only if a is a isomorphism. 
Proof (i) Consider 
.XJUl^B-^J-^ C 
wlicre V is the image of o and iv is the image of 8. Then r is the coimagt^ of B. 
If .4 —> B —> (.' is cxael, then c is the kernel of /? and lienee also t,h(" kernel 
of ?•. Therefore. /• is the co-kernel of r and hence also the co-keinel of n. In the 
dual category, r then IxTomes llie kernel of o as well as tlie image of B and so 
.4* <— 73* <— ('• is exact. 
[i.l) If a is a monomorphism then its kernel is O. and so clearly O —> A —» B 
is exact,. Conscxinently, if O > A —> B is exact then a has kernel O. he1 
.4 —^ i —^ B be a factorization of (\ as an epimorphism followed by a monomor-
phism. Then q is the co-kernel of the kernel of a. Since the latter is O, q nmst be 
an isomorphism. But o -: vq must he monomorphism. 
{Hi) Follows from [i) and {ii). 
[iv) Since a normal category is balanced, {iv) follows from {ii) and [Hi). 
Inom the abox'c Proposition 3.4.1 we obtained the following remarks. 
Reniai'k 3.4.1 A morphism a in an exact category is monomorphism if and only if 
A't:?-(a-) = O. 
Dually. 
Remark 3.4.2 A morpliism B in an exact category is epimorphism if and only if 
Caka-{(x) -- O. 
Lemma 3.4.1 [22] For seciuence A -^ B —> C in an exact category, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) [m{cx) := A'er(/p') 
[ii] Coiin{fJ) = Coker{(\) 
{ti) Coim{(3) = Coker{a) 
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(at) A-^ B-^ C - 0 and K -^ B ^^ F = Q 
where (/ ; 7^  —> B is a kciucl of B and r : 13 > F is a co-kenicl (>[ 
( 1 . 
L e m m a 3.4.2 [22] A sef[ucnce O —> A -—> B — ' C —> O in an exaci category 
is (wact if and only if one of the following condition holds: 
(/') (\ is niononiorphisni and 6' is a co-k(niiel ol a 
[li.) n is i>piniorphisin and n is a kernel of /?. 
L e m m a 3.4.3 [9] let a : A —> IS he a monomorphisni in an exact category C. 
Then there is a niorpliism (3 and an ol)ject ( ' such that 
O > A ^^ B ^ C —> O is exact. 
Dually, 
L e m m a 3.4.4 [9] let 7 : (' —> D he an epimorphisin in an exact category C. Then 
there is a niorpliism 6 and an object F such that 
O —> F -^ C -^ D — > 0 ts cxad. 
Remark 3.4.3 IVorn the Lemma 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.5.3 we obtained that e\'ery 
niononiorphism(epirnorphism) in an e.Kact category be a kernel(co-kernel) of some 
niorphism in the category. 
§3.5 Abelian Categories 
Certain of the categories we introduced in pre\'ious sections possess significant 
additional structure. Tlius in category Ab , /^Mod the morphism sets all ha\'e 
al;)elian group structiu'e and we ha\e tlie notion of exact sequences. We proceed in 
this section to extract, certain essential features of such categories and define the 
important notion of an abelian category. Also tliis section consists of a study of 
the formal properties of abelian categories. It is a \-ery important fact about such 
(;ategories tliat the axioms wliicli characterize tliem are self dual, so tliat any tiie-
orem proved about abelian categories yields two dual theorems wfien applied to a 
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particular abelian category such as ;^,.Mod. 
W'c dclinc al)cliaii calcgtjry due to l'V(\v(l [22]as follows: 
Defini t ion 3.5.1 (Abel ian ca tegory) A category C is said to be abelian if salis-
r\'ing the following axioms: 
.1] : C has a zeio ol)j(H'l, 
/I2 : hoi- e\-erv pair of object there is a product and 
.I2* : a co-i)roduct (sum). 
yla : h^'cry morphism lias a kernel and 
/I3* : a co-kernel. 
A4 : E\-ery monoinorpliisni is a kernel of a morphism. 
A4* : h]vei\\' (_^pimorpliism is a co-kernel of a morpfiism. 
Obse rva t i ons : 
(i) I'he axioms .1, | . and /Ij* imply that abelian category is botli normal and co-
normal. 
(ii) Tlie axioms A], As and /I3* imply that every morphism cv : A ^> B in an 
abelian category can l)e factored as 
f , <) A -^ B -- A -^ J ^ 13. 
Where /' is an epimorpliism and 7 is monomorphism. 
R e m a r k 3.5.1 fVoni abc)\-e observations (i) and {ii), we obtain that every abelian 
category is an exact category. 
E x a m p l e 3.5.1 Tlie category A b of abelian groups is an abelian category. 
E x a m p l e 3.5.2 The category /?Mod over a ring R is an abelian category. 
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Example 3.5.3 The category Vect^- of vector spaces over a field F is an abelian 
catc'gory. 
Proposi t ion 3.5.1 L']\'ery abelian category is balanced, 
P r o o f Let o : A —> B be a niorphisni in an abelian ("ategory C. N\'liicii is inonomor-
[)hisin and epinioipliisiii both, tlieii we hax'e 
('oL-(r{(\) B —> (). since n is cpnuorphiHui 
Kir{B —^ O] B -^ B {By BcnKivk 2^:1). 
Since e\-ei\' iiiononiorpliisiii is th(^ kcn'iiel o( its own co-kernel. 
=^ I<er{l^ ^ 0 ) = A -^ B 
=^ tlun-e exist a inorphism // : B * A such tliat 
B -^ A -^ B = B -^ B. (3.5.1) 
Dually, we note that 0 > A is tlie kernel of A —^ B and l)oth .1 -^ B and 
.1 —-^  .4 aie co-kernels of O > A. 
Hence l,her<^ is a niorphisin ^ : B > A sucli that 
A ^^ B -^ A = A -^ A. (3.5.2) 
TlKMcfore, honi e((uations (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) we have, a is an isomorphism. 
Hence e\'erv l)imorphisiu is an isomoi'pliisin in C i.e. C is balanced. 
Now we define tlie notion of al)lian category due to Blyth as follows: 
Defini t ion 3.5.2 (Abelian ca t egory ) A binormal category C is said to be abelian 
if it is additi\'(\ 
Proposi t ion 3.5.2 [22] In an abelian category keinel and co-kernel are inverse 
morpliisins. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.5.3 [8] A category C is abelian if and only if it is binormal and has 
finite biproduct,. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
SOME SPECIAL FUNCTORS 
§4.1 Introduction 
This chaplci' has hc(Mi (Un'otcnl to the study orcei'laiu types i)( (uiictors. Most of 
I,lie i(.\sull.s ol'this diaplci' arc based on the- woik of l]lylh]8], Milcholl['12]. .Machaii('|3")| 
l'rcydj22j r\c. 
Section 4.2 deals with tlu^ pies(n\-at;,ioM properties of funel-ors whicli states 
that if 7' : A —>• B and .S' : B — ' ( ' ar(.^  covariant functoi's l)oth having a certain 
pi(;'S(>r\'ation property, then ST also has that property, hi Section 4.-3 the notion 
of additive fuiictjors are discussc^d. In tfie last Section 4.4 some results have been 
presented on exact functors and obtained that an exact covariant fiurctor 'preser\"es' 
sliort exact sequence and that an exact contravariant functor 'reverses' short exact 
sec(uences. 
§4.2 Preservation Properties of Functors 
Definition 4.2.1 (Monofunctor) A covariant functor F : C -^ V is called mono-
functor if F{c\} is mononiorphism in V wlienevcr O' is monomorpliism in C. 
Definition 4.2.2 (Epifunctor) A covariant frmctor F : C -^ V is CiiUed epifunc-
tor if F{a) is epiniorphism in V whenever a is cpimorphism in C. 
Definition 4.2.3 (Zero preserving functor) If C' and V be two categories with 
zero objects then a co\'ariant (unctoi- f : C' ^ "D is called a zero preserving functoi-
if F(0) is a zero object in TD for 0 a zero object in C. 
In tliis case F necessarily lakes zeio morphisin into zero morphism. Conversel}', 
if F takes zero morpliisiii into zc r^o morphisin, then using tlie fact that a zero object 
is characl-eriz(>d by its idtMitity morphism being zero we see tlrat F must be zero 
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preserving. 
Definition 4.2.4 (Kernel preserving functor) A co\ariant functor F is called 
kei-ael preser\'ing if F{ti) is the kernel of F(n) when a : I\ —^ A is the kern(>l of 
o : .4 ^ B. 
Taking A' - A B - 0. we see llial a kernel preser\"ing frnictoi- is necessarily zero 
preser\'ing. 
I'he properties of functors tlefim-cl in this section are called pr(\servation proper-
ties of functors i.e if 7' : .4 -^ B and .S' : /i —J- (" are covariant fvuictors both having 
a ceitain preserx'ation pioperty, then .S'7' also has that property |4'2]. 
§4.3 Additive Functors 
Definition 4.3.1 (Additive functor) Let C and V be additive category then a 
funcMoi- F : C -^ V \^ called additi\-e if for all rnorphisins a, B : A —>• B in C we liave 
F{n 4 B) :.- F{a) + F{0). 
Example 4.3.1 Let /jMod be a category of modules over a ring R then 
M(>r{A,-) : / , .Mod-> ^jMod 
is an additive functor for all A £ /^^Mod. 
Lor this, let us consider 
4 / o r ( / L - ) : / . .Mod-^ ; jMod 
dehned by 
Mor[A,~)X := Mor{A,X) for all X e /^Mod. 
Now foi- e\'ery morpliism 
f -.X ^ Y in liMod 
i.e. 
Mor{A,-)f - Mor{A,f) : Mor{A,X) -^ Mor{A,Y) 
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defined b\" 
.•\/or(.l . /)(n) f(nx € Mor{A.Y) for any a € A/o7-(/l,A'; 
Now if \v(> lake f .ij e /..Mod then 
/ \ <i:X ^Y 
i.e. 
Mar{A,-){f I //) : Mor{A.f -{(,): Mor{A,X) -^ MoiiA,Y) 
such that. 
Mor{A.f \ g){a) - {f + y)cx 
- /(^ \^ (JC( for all a e Mor{A,X) 
= Mor{AJ){a) + Mor{A,g){cx) 
=. {.\[or{AJ) + Mor{A,g)){cx) 
I.e. 
i .e 
Mor{AJ' I y] - A/or(yl,/) + A/or{yl,(;) 
Mor{A,^){f H y) - A/o/'(/l, - ) / + A/or(/l, -).y 
A'/ar(/l, —) is a covaviaiit additive functor. 
Example 4.3.2 If C is an abelian category and M is an object of C we have the 
asst)ciated 'set. \-aUied' functors Morc{M, —) and Mcn\:{~, M). We can also consider 
the associated 'group \-alued' functors defined by 
/;,,, :C ^ Ah 
sucli that 
and 
/;,,;,V .. A/orc(A/,.Y): 
IiAif -= Morc{lM,f) : t'l—> fov 
k^' :C -^ Ah 
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such that 
/;^^Y V Morc{M,X): 
h"f - Morc{f.iv):v^^vof. 
If ('' : A b —f E n s is th(^ Corgotful fuuctor tlieii clearly we have 
and 
UoJi^'' = Morc{-..M). 
'The group \'alued funct.ors li^ and li^^ are additi\-e. 
For example, /IAJ (a + 0) sends 
v I—> (o -1 6)ov = ao7_' + /3oi.' 
and so is the same as h^a -{- hf,f0 i.e. }IM{O' + 0) = h/^/a + hj^r/]. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.1 [8] Additive functors preserve zero objects. 
§4.4 Exact Functors 
Definition 4.4.1 (Left exact functor) Let C and V be binomial categories. A 
fiuictor F : C —^ V is called left exact functor if for every left exact seciuence, 
O -> Ai -^ /U -> /I3 in C its image under F i.e. O -^ F{Ai) -^ ^(As) -> FiAs) is 
also left exact in V. 
Defini t ion 4.4.2 (Right exac t functor) Let C and V be binormal categories. A 
functor F ; C ^- P is called riglit (>xact functor if for every right exact sequence, 
Ai -^ /I2 ^ /I3 -^ O in C its image vmdcr F i.e. F( / l i ) -^ FiA^) -» F(yl3) -^ O is 
also right exact in V. 
Definition 4.4.3 (Exact functor) A functor F : C ~* V is called exact frmctor if 
it is left as well as riglit exact functor. 
p^,""^-^ - -JM 
Theorem 4.4.1 l^ et C be aii ahelian category. For e\'ery object .4 of C the co\'ariaiit 
functor h,\ : C -^ Ab is left exact and the coiiti-avariant fiinctoi b'^ : C —' A b is 
also lelt exact. 
Proof Suppose that we lia\'e an exact C-sccjUcnce 
() —> B —> a —> I) 
and considci' th(^ associated Ah-s( (IIK IKK 
O — ^ h , J 3 — ^ h - A C — ^ h ^ D 
in which w(> recalL h,\(\ is simply composition on the left by a. 
If /' G I\crh,\(^ \\ipn no J - 0 and so, o l)eing mtmic, / = 0. 
Thus h,\{(\) is injecti\-e, hence monie, in Ab . 
If now g G Kcrh^fi then 0o() = 0 and so, a being a kernel of P. there exist A: such 
that (\ok = g, i.e. h,\{k) = ij. 
Tlais we liax'e 
KCVIIAP C Iinh,{a. 
lint fioa = 0 so, hy Theorem 4.3.1. Ji^iohj^a = 0 
and conscxiuenl ly, 
ImJiACi C KerliAP-
Hence 
KcrliAtt --• KerliAP-
WTiicli shows tliat the associat,ed Ah-seqtience is exact. 
Therefore, IIA is left exact. 
A similar proof shows that 1 lie conlra\'ariant fruictor Iv'^ is also left exact. 
hi general, the functors /(..A and /c'' fail to be exact, as following example shows 
Example 4.4.1 hi ^Mod consider the short exact .secjuence 
O —> Z ^ ^ Q - ^ Q/Z —> O 
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let, k^=7ijTL and consider the functor 
//,A : / M o d —> Ab . 
This is left exact (by Theorem 4.1.1). but not right exact since the induced morpliisrn 
MoryXZI-lZ,Q) - ^ MovyXZI-lZ.QlZ) 
can uol he epic (riurjectixe). in fact, the group on the left collapses to {()} wliercvis 
that on the right does not. 
To see tl'iis. 
let 
and let 
W'^ e lia\'e 
•V : Zl'lZ —> Q be a group nufi-phism 
X - v{l+ -IZ). 
•2x = 2i'(l + -IZ) 
- v{'2 + 2Z) 
- v{0 + 2Z) 
- 0. 
Whence rr — 0 and consequently, v -:^ 0. 
On tlie other hand, 
Q + 2Z —^ 0 + Z, 
1 + 2Z — . ^ + Z, 
describes a nonzero element of Morz{Z/2Z,Q/Z) 
- - ^ Morz{Z/2Z,Q/Z)/-{0}. 
So IK) cpiinoiphisni is possible. 
W Inch completes ouv claim. 
E x a m p l e 4.4.2 lu ; ;Mod consider the short exact sec[uence 
O-^Z^^Q^ Q/Z — O 
and the left exact coiitra\'ariaiit (uuctor 
/)•'* : z M o d —> A b . 
l l i i s functor is not right exact since the induced morphism 
MorziClZ) —^MorziZ^Z) 
can not be epic (surjecti\'e). hi fact, the group on the left collapses to {0} whereas 
that on the right does not.. 
To see this, 
Let 
/' : Q —> Z he a group morphism 
and suppose that 
"(1)7^0. 
Then for every non-zero integer 7' we have v{l) = ?"'(;(l/r), whence r divides '('(1). 
But, by the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, v{l) has only finitely many di^'isors. 
Hence we must liave (.'(1) -- 0. 
tor all rxon-zero integers p. q we then ha\'e 
0 :- 171^1) 
- Pv{q/q) 
=^ PQv{l/q) 
- qv{p/q). 
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Whence '^AVIQ) = 0 
:;;=» V -• 0 ( as p , q are nun zero). 
On the other hand, ly^ is clearly a non-zero element of Morz{Z, Z). 
'ilierefore. no epiinorpliisni is possible. 
Wliich completes oiir claim. 
In view of these observations, it is natural to investigate those objects A of an 
alielian category C for whicli tlie functors h^ and h'^ are exact. We can in fact do 
this at a more general level [8]. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
APPLICATIONS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
§5.1 Introduction 
This chapter lias been de\"ot.e(l to I he study of the applications of category the-
ory in the computer science wliich is based on the work of Barr M. [4] and Walters 
([49)-[51]) etc. 
Section 5.2 deals with the study of the relation between category theory and 
c;oiiiput.er science. Section 5.3 deals with the study of categories with product-
circuits and categories with sums-flow charts which states that a circuit diagram is 
just a representation of the decomponent of a function using products of categories 
and a flow chart is a representation of the decomponent of a function using sums of 
categories. Fru'ther, we obsei\-e tha< products and sums are key notions in analyzing 
computation. 
hi this cliaptei- thioughout the discussion for the convenience we call function 
in i:)la.ce of morphism. 
§5.2 Relation between Category Theory and Computer 
Science 
It. is alwavs exciting and fruitful wlien two disparate scientific fields are found 
to have much in conunon. Each field is enriched by the different perspecti\'e and 
insights of the other. This has happened recently with category tlieory and theoret-
ical comiauter science. 
The relation between category llieory and computer science constitute an ex-
tremely acti\-e area of the researcli at the moment. Among the man\- places where the 
research is being done are: Aarhus, Pennsylvania, Pisa, Stanford cWid Sydney. Top-
ics of current interest include the connection between category theory and functional 
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programming, abstract data structiires. object-oriented programming and hardware 
(l<\sign. 
This dissertation is an introduction to category theory in wliicli seveial of tlie 
(•oini<x;tion with coniputcM' science are discussed in snfTicient detail and a feeUng for 
tli(> rich possibihties arising from I lie liapp>' connection between these two subjects. 
In brief we se(> tliat, hon' is category theory related to tlic^ comijntcr science as 
follows: 
* An important aspect of computer science is the construction of function out 
of a given set of simple fvuK-tions, using various operations on finictions like 
composition, and repeated composition. Category tlieor}' is exactly the ap-
propriate algebra for such constructions. 
-k Computing is concerned witli machines-that is, dynamical systems, which ha\'e 
sets of states which \'ary o\-er time. They are built up out of fvuictions oi' 
elementary machines by an essentially algebraic process. Again underlying 
this is the theory of functions and composition. 
* Since category theory is an algebra of functions we can consider categories 
which are purely formal, and wliich don't really consist of fimctions. This is 
tlie syntactical side of computer science. Programs and languages aie formal 
things wliicli are intended to describe or specify actual functions. Category 
theory is well adapted to deal with the relation syntax and semantics. 
* A category is a mixture of graphical information and algebraic opei'ations. 
Computer science is similarly a mixture of graphs and algebra. 
Some computer science topics we will deal with in tliis chapter are boolean algebra, 
circuit theory and flow cliarts. 
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§5.3 Categories with Products-Circuits and Categories with 
Sums-Flow Charts 
Now r(x:all llic deliuitk)ii of prociucl and sum as we (lisc\iss(xl in Chapter 2. Coiitin-
uiug with tli(^ ck^fiiiitiou of product we have the roUowiiig notions: 
Defini t ion 5.3.1 Let A' he a set then a (unction defined by 
A : .V -^ X X A' 
sudi that 
A , - ( . r , . T ) 
is called the diagonal function. It i.s sometimes called the copy function since it 
produces two copies of x. In an arbitrary category with products the diagonal 
function i.s defirjed as tlie function with component l y , l.v- That is. A^ is tlie 
unic(ue function making tlie following diagram 
X -^ A^  X A' 
commutes. 
Definition 5.3.2 In Ens , given two functions / : Ai -^ )'], y : X^ -^ Y2 there is 
a function denoted by 
/ X y : A'l X X2 -^ Yi X Y2 
{xuy2)^{f{x,),g{x.2)). 
Tliis function / x (/ may be tliouglit, of as the two functions / and y in parallel. 
In an arbitrary category with products we define tliis operation as follows: 
Given iiuictions / : A'l -^ V'l, g : A'2 -^ Y^ in a category with products, the fiuiction 
/ X (/ is defined to be tlie unique function from A i^ x A'2 to Yi x Y2 such that 
PvAl x y ) = /P-Vi, 
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PvAf >^  U) =-~.f/Rv,, 
where I lie /)'s ,iie projeei ious. Thiil is, / X (j is (lie uui(|U<> fuiieliou such thai I he 
iollovviiiij' (lia^raiii 
*r^ r-*' 
A , ^ \ X A ' 
• 1 '^ - ^ . ' 2 
- A - , 
/ ^ .9 
t 
r, X iv 1 \ i 2 
/ ' V i 
Yo. 
Py. 
comiimlc^s. 
I3ef iu i t io i i 5 .3 .3 In E n s . gi\"eii (wo se(s X, Y there is i\ func(ic)ii 
liri.sl \,)- : X X Y -^ Y X A' 
(.r,y) I—> (j/,.r). 
Ill an a rb i t r a ry catc^goix' with prculiuMs, Iwislx.y '• X x Y -^ Y x A' is defined as 
follows: 
)>e( pi. />2 b(' the projeel ions of A' x V ^ind r/i, r/2 ll'(' project ions of Y x A'. Then 
liui.six)- is the nniqvie function such tha t the following diagram 
X X }-
coiuuiut.es. 
Categories with products-circuits 
Let us consider B- {0,1}. The following is a category, which we shall call Circ; 
• Objects: B", B\ B\ B'^ 
where B" :={*} , B^ - B , and B'"-{(:7-i , X2 x,,,): .r, G B } for n/. > 1. 
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• Morphisins: all functions between these sets, 
riieie ixvc 2 functions froiii B" to B ' . namely 
hue. : B ^ ^ B ^ 
* I y 1 
and 
false : B° -^ B^ 
* ! > { ) . 
Now we (leline some interestiu"; functions in this cat(;''rorv as follows: 
(a) A function define b\ 
is knows as not . 
(6) A function define by-
is knows i\s and. 
B ^ - ^ B ^ 
Oi—> 1 
1 I — ^ 0 
& ; B^ -^ B^ 
( 0 , 0 ) K - ^ 0 
( 0 , 1 ) ^ 0 
( 1 , 0 ) ^ 0 
( 1 , 1 ) ^ 1 
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(c) A function define l)\' 
or : B^ ^ B^ 
^ (0,0)1—^0 
( 0 , 1 ) H - ^ 1 
( K O ) H ^ f 
( 1 , 1 ) ^ 1 
is knows as or. 
Now we claim tlial tliis category lias product. In fact, the product of B ' " and B " 
is B ' " ^ " witli the following projections; 
Pi _ . . . , . . ^2 
B"" — B 7 ( ) - | - ' l • B " 
[Xi, . . . ^ X„i) < 1 (Xj , .T2, • • • , .T,„ , . . . ,X„,4_„) I > [x,,,^] . . . . . .r ,„_)_„ 
Now we check the property of products. Consider the following diagram 
X 
•Suppose 
and 
Tlien 
.f(-T) ---(/i(.T),/2(.r),/3(x), , / , , , ( .T ) ) 
.9(-T) - {gi{-r),g2{x),g3{x), ,gn{x)). 
a{x) - (/i(.'r),/2(;f),/3(-T), Jm{^).gi{x),g2ix),y^{x), ,gu{x)), 
and clearly pjQ = / , p2Q =- y- l^urther, piQ is the only function with this property. 
iMuthei' we will show that what, kind of funct^ions can be constructed using prod-
iKis. i.ct lis consider tiie followinj^ remark. 
R e m a r k 5.3.1 All functions can he const,ruct:,ive in Circ . st,artiii^ with IVIK. /c^/sr, 
-1, i^ v', or. i.dcvlll ijftiiicJions and project ions using only composition and tlie prop-
vY\y ol products. 
W'e will not. gi\-(> a formal proof of tliis result, hut instead we will gi\'e an exam-
ple which makes the general case clear. 
Consider the following hniclion 
/ : B=^  -
( 0 , 0 , 0 ) H -
( ( ) , ( ) , ] ) K-
(0 ,1 ,0 ) K-
( 0 , 1 , 1 ) -
( 1 , 0 , 0 ) -
( 1 , 0 , 1 ) -
( 1 , 1 , 0 ) -
( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ^ 
^ B 
-^ 1 
^ 0 
-^0 
-^0 
-^0 
-^ 1 
-^0 
- ^ 0 . 
Wt claim that. 
f[T,ij,z) - {-^xL^yL-'z) or {xL-'y^z). 
l b see this, notice tliat / ( . T , y, z) is I if either of the two parts {-'X&:.^y<^-^z) or {xk:-^yS^.i 
is 1. 
The first part is 1 precisely when x — 0 and ?y = 0 and z -- 0; the second part 
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is 1 precisely wiien :/• - 1 and // ^^  0 and z -- 1. Hence the result. 
iJsiiig this ('X[)r('ssi()ii (oi- /' wi' can decompose' / into -i. <^ :. or, usiu^i; produci: 
and coiiiuosition as iollows: 
B^ 
A n a 
(•^.?y,--) I-
— B' X B^ = 8*= 
B-^  
X ^ X -1 X 1 B X -I X I j 
- B « 
(.T,I/, r , , T , y , c ) h 
- > ( - ' .T , - ' t / , - i r , .T . -^ i / . c ) 
B" 
& X I R X & X l i 
B^ 
( - - .T, - -7; , - . i , ,T, -y,z) h - > ( - - i & - ' y , ^ z , . T & - - y , 
B^ 
Lxk 
B^ 
( - i .T&--y , - ' r , .Tfc-^y ,z ) h • ^ ( - ' X & - ' 7 / & - ' 2 , i f c - i y . ^ r ) 
B^ B 
(-'.T&:-'iy&-'2,a-&-'(/&:r) h - > / ( a - , y , 2 ) . 
N o t e : We have used tlie following easily cliecked facts about this categor>-
(B'" X B") X BP - B'"+"+P = B ' " X ( B " x B^) 
an d t-he same is true foi' the functions, namely. 
{/ X y) X /; ---- / X (y X h). 
It is because of t.hese facts that we lia\-e omitted brackets above 
This decomposition corresponds to the wtiy such a function might be imple-
mented using boolean gates: tliat is. using a cii'cuits (witliout feedback) consisting 
of wires and component: 
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The set B is tlie set: of possible stales (the state space) of eacli wire- eacli wire can 
l)c at zero volt and oiu^ \-olt. sav. 
riic luuclion -^  : B —> B is imi)lenieuted bv the coinnouc^ut 
TIK- luuctiou k : B" —> B is iinplcnicutcd by the (^onipoueut 
riw fuuctiou or : B'^ —>• B is iinpleineated by tlie conipoucnl 
Obse rva t i ons : 
W'c can spilt up wires. Tliis correspc)nds to the diagonal function. 
A ; B — > B ^ . 
We can put two components side by side. This corresponds to the function. 
/ x ( / ; B x B — ^ B x B . 
We can put two components in series. This corresponds to tlie composition. 
gof : B —^ B. 
We can twist iwo of the wires. This corresponds to the function. 
hoist : B X B —^ B X B . 
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Now we will draw a circuit which implemcMits the function / : B^ • B 
in t;.hc above example^ and notice^ thai how the circuit corresponds exact 1\- to \\iv 
(ieconiposit ion '''iN'cn ai)o\"e. 
f(x.y,:} 
Goinj^ from left, to right in this circuit corresponds exactly to the successive (unctions 
in the composite: 
B3 .A^B« - ^ - >^  - X 1 >^  - ^ I po i ^ J l i i l i i ^ B 4 ^ X \ ^2 _^L.B. 
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Observations: 
(/) Using \vi)Ts. \V(> caij iniplc^iiicul prcxincls. 
(/•/) livery [vuictiou B" ' ' B " can he iniplc>nienlecl using --, il". or. Iriic. false. 
using products and composition. 
(///) A decomposition of lunction /' into -i, k., oi\ using products and composition 
tx) an implementation of ,/ by a circuit.. 
Now we construct a new calegor\" as lollows; 
• Objects: R", R ' , R ^ R^ 
• A'Jorpliisvis: all (unctions l)efw(>en these sets. 
]4ere are some particular functions in this category: 
[i) To each real numl)er r tliere is a function 
|/i : R° —^ R ( called the name of r) 
which takes the single point of R" to ?• G R. 
{ii) add : R^ —> R wliich takes (:r, jf) to x + y. 
{Hi) maltiply : R^ >• R wliicli takes {x,y) to xy. 
Tlie polynomial functions can Ix' constructed from these particular functions 
using only composition and the ijro[.)eiiies of product. 
We will not gi\-e a formal proofof this result but instead wc will gi\-e an example 
as an illustration. 
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Example 5.3.1 /(;?•,;(/) = 3;r'^  + 'Ixy -I 1 : R^ —» R can be constnicted as the 
composite of tlu^ f'olk)\vii)>^ (unrtioiis; 
A X l in 2 
IR^ . IR" 
(x,.):,!/) I > ( x , ! , ! , ? / ) , 
[31 X l.R, X [2] X 1|R2 X r i ] 
IR" X IR^ X iR° X IR2 X IRO ~ ^ IR^ 
(i ,a: ,x,y) i > (3, x, a-,2, x,y, 1), 
mult X 1|R X mult x l.os 
IR^ IR^ 
(3 ,x ,x ,2 ,x , t / , l ) I > (3x ,x ,2x ,y , l ) , 
mu/t X Tnu/< X lir> |R5 ^ | R 3 
(3x,x,2x,j / , l ) I > (3x^2x7/,l) , 
odd X 1|[^  
|R3 " l l . , - . ^ |R2 
(3x^ 2xy, 1) I > (3x2 ^ 2xj/, 1), 
IR-^  "-^ ^ IR 
(3x2 _^  2xy, 1) I > (3x- + 2x?/ + 1). 
Not e: 
(i) \\V li;i\-i' II.S(M1 the (ollowiij;^ (^ a.sily clipcked facts about tJii.s cntcnnv 
[IV" X R") X R^ R>» + n+p j^.n ^ ^j^„ ^^  j ^ , 
and the sanii- is 1 inc lov I.lie luuctious, uainelv. 
(./• X I/) X /' / X (/y X h). 
It is i)(\'ausc oftlKVsc fads that we have oniitted brackets above 
u. r X R° X R ; —> R^ X R ; takes .T t,o ( ? \ / ( . T ) ) . 
Now f'tut.hei' we will discuss tlie some special functions using the propert\- o[ 
c(.)-pvo(hicts(siuns)as continuing with the definition of sums we lia\'e tlie following 
notions: 
Definition 5.3.4 LcM A' be a set then a function defined bv 
V ; A' f A' —> X 
( . T , 0 ) H - ^ . T 
called the codiagoiial J(iiiclioil. 
i.e. the diagi'ain 
' 1 ^2 
coinniutcs. 
Definition 5.3.5 Given / : A'l —> y\. g : A'2 —> V2, there is a function 
/ I / / : A', I A2 - ^ y\ I >-2, 
(U'lined to Ix.^  llu> unique function llic following diaj;Tani 
i 
i/ + tf 
•— Vi -t- } " . - * -
i 
i i J 2 
coniumtes. 
Definition 5.3.6 In Ens , given (vvo sets A, Y there is a function 
iwisixx • X + Y -^ Y ^- X 
(:r,0) ^—(:r , I) 
( y / , l ) H - - ( y , 0 ) . 
In an arbitrtu'v category with svuns. Vwistx.y • X -^ Y —^  Y + X is defined as follows: 
Let ii, Z2 be the injections of A + Y and ;/i. J2 the injections of V + A'. Tlien t'lvisi x,y 
is the unique function such that the following diagram 
commutes. 
Categories with sums-flow charts 
Tlie followirjg is a categoiv, wliicli we shall call Flow: 
7.3 
• Objects: O.R'c,b, ] . R - R . 2.R, 3.R whore 
ni.R - {(.r. 0) ; .r G R} U {(,r. 1) : ,T G R} U .... U {(.T. ni - ]) : ,r E R } 
{>ii > 1 ) 
• Morphi-sius: all runclions hclw-fx-u these sets. 
The catej^oiv Flow lia.s simis wliich urc .strictly associative. In fact. 
/;/.R I /;.R -• {iii \ n)R. 
The injections are: 
rn.\R - - ! - ^ (77! + 7i).IR - ^ n.\R 
(.T,A:)l > (X^k) 
(x,l + "?) < 1 {xj). 
il is easy to see that the property of a sriin holds. Given / : ;//.R —> Z 
and y : ii.R —-> Z then 
•^Vj.^^) ^ / / ( ^ , 2 ) i f O < ? < 771-1; 
9 J ' \g(x,i-m) i{m<i <m + n - I . 
.\s l)efore, here also we will take a special class of functions and see what fvinction 
(^ an be generated out of t,hem using sums and composition. 
Mere we will take the following as the special functions: 
• all continuous fuiictioiis from R t,o R 
• tlie Iruiction wliich tests wlielher x is positive or not: 
test^yo : R -^ 2.R = R + R 
.TH-. (:r,0) [if x<i)) 
x^^{x,\) {if x>Q). 
Remark 5.3.2 Out of tliesc special functions usinj^ composition and the property 
ol sums we can construct a number of functions as dccW from tlie following examples. 
Exani j j le 5.3.2 '1 he disconiinuou^ function. 
,/ : R ^ R 
f siiij- if .;• < 0 
•' ' * I (•'• if ;/• > 0 
can he const ruct(>(l as the composite- of tlu- following fiuictions: 
IR IR + IR 
, (x,0) if X < 0 
(x , l ) if X > 0, 
fs inxl + [e^l 
IR + IR • • IR + IR 
(x,0) if I < 0 1 > (sinx,0) if x < 0 
(x, 1) if X > 0 I > ( e^ 1) if X > 0, 
IR + IR IR 
(sin X, 0) if X < 0 i > sin x if x < 0 
(e^, 1) if X > 0 I > e^  if x > 0. 
E x a m p l e 5.3.3 The test function. 
/r.67.,>, : R — ^ R ^ R 
(.T,0) if x< 
•T, 1) if . r > 
a 
;aii \)v const ructed as tlir composite of tlie following fniicMons: c< 
fl - x] 
IR ^IR 
.T I > (1 - ,T), 
IR :: ^ IR + IR 
( 1 - , ) , ^ / ( l - ^ - , 0 ) i f l - . r < 0 
U .TJI > \ ( 1 - . T , 1 ) i f l - . X > 0 , 
IR + IR ^-^^ IR + IR 
(1 - .r.O) if .r > 1 1 > (1 - x , l ) if X > 1 
(1 - i- . l) if X < ! I > (1 - x , 0 ) if a: < 1, 
11 - .1-1 + f 1 - x] 
IR + IR '- ^ IR + IR 
(1 - 1,0) if ,)• < 1 ( > (a;,0) if I < 1 
(1 - r , l ) if .r > 1 t > ix,l) if a: > 1. 
E x a m p l e 5.3.4 The pi(H;e\vise-coiiliiiuo).is fvuiciion, 
/ : R ^ R 
shi.r if X < 0 
e^ if 0 < .r < ] 
cosx if 1 < .r 
can be consLrucled as the coinposile of the (bllowing functions: 
IR 
ffo;fj.>o 
X h 
IR +1R 
hll + 'f-^'j:>l 
IR + IR 
(a-,0) i f x < 0 
(a-,1) i f a ; > 0 , 
-^ IR + IR + IR 
(,r,0) if .T < 0 h -
(.T,l) if X- > 0 I-
^ (a:,0) if a: < 0 
( i , l ) i f O < x < l 
( i , 2 ) i f l < a : , 
IR + IR + IR 
[sinx] + \c'^] + [ cos i ] 
(.T,0) if x < 0 I-
( r , 1) if 0 < X < 1 h 
(x ,2) if 1 < X I— 
— IR + IR + IR 
-> ( s i n x , 0 ) if X < 0 
^ ( e ^ l ) if 0 < X < 1 
—> (cosx ,2 ) if 1 < X, 
IR + IR + IR 
( s i n r , 0 ) if x < 0 I-
( c M ) if 0 < X < 1 h 
(cosx ,2 ) if 1 < X t— 
1 | R + ^ IR + IR 
-> ( s i n x , 0 ) if X < 0 
-> ( e ^ l ) if 0 < X < 1 
-> (cosx , 1) if 1 < X, 
IR + IR 
(siiix.O) if X < 0 i-
( f . M j if 0 < .r < 1 I-
(cosx, 1) if 1 < T I— 
V 
— IR 
^ / ( x ) if X < 0 
-> / ( x ) if 0 < X < 1 
• ^ / ( x ) if 1 < X. 
i / «>( Ace. Nc ~ \ 
It is more ov U s^s clear lliat. any piecewise continuous function with a finite 
iiiuiiher ()[ discontinuities can he consti-ucted in this way. Some functions wilh an 
inlinite numhev ol (liscontinuilies hk(\ 
R R 
0 if cos^x < O.r, 
1 if cos^x > 0.5 
can also he ^'ovislvucU'd. 
Notice 1,hat ccHresponding to such decompositions there is a flow chart (without 
feedback) which imi)l(Mnents the function. A flow chart may hv built U]J out of 
components like fiuu;t,ions and test s: 
test(^x) false 
f f(^) 
tesi(x)true 
The way a flow chart, can hv btiilt up is analogous, f)ut, dual, to the way ciicMiits 
are built up. Components may be joined in series (wliich corresponds to composi-
tion) or side by side (which corresponds to the sum of functions).Two edges may be 
joined, which corresponds to the codiagonal function. Each edge of the flow chart 
has slate si^ace R: that is, wlien following through a flow chart we carry witli us 
one real nvnnber. Below we gi\'e t.li(> flow cliarts cori'csponding to t he last Examples 
5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. A study of the.se flow cliarts will show tliat a flow chart, is just 
a giaphical represc'utation of tlie dt^jomposition of a hinction using sums. 
Example 5.3.2* 
,/ : R —> R 
.S7://.:- if ./• < 0 
r'' if ./• > 0 
f(x) 
Coiijg froin lefl tc) right in this flow c;hart con'(.\spoii(ls exactly lo tlic ,suc'cessi\-c 
riuiclioii.s in the following composii-e: 
IR IR + IR IR + IR - ^ IR. 
Example 5.3.3* 
icsiy>\ : R —> R -f- R 
{ (X.O) if .T < I 
•'' ' ' 1 (.T. 1) if .r > 1 
l - i ( r > l ) 
(^<1) 
X ( l > l ) 
Cioing from left, to right in thi.s Ik)W chart corrcsijond.s exactly lo l,lie succ('.ssi\-e 
fvnictions in the following composite: 
IR 1^^""^^ IR ^^^^^>» ,R ^ ,p tnnst ,_ , ,_ f 1 - x] + [1 - x\ 
'K ^ IK <^ IR + IR .- IR + IR L^  IR + IR. 
79 
Example 5.3.4* 
./ : R —^ R 
X 
siiix 
c^ 
COHX 
if X < (J 
if 0 < X 
if 1 < X 
fM 
(loiiij^ ^ from loft to right in this (low chart corresponds exactly to the sncce^si\-e 
fuuclions in the following composite: 
testx->o l |R+ies i r>i [sina;] + fe''] + I'cosxl 
IR ^ 2 . I R ^--3.IR ^a.lR 
1|R+V 
2.IR IR. 
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